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ABSTRACT 

The Spanish imperfect subjunctive and pluperfect subjunctive verb tenses have two 

competing forms –ra and –se which vary in frequency of use according to the country of 

usage, the dominant political power, the century in question and context. These two 

forms of the imperfect subjunctive and pluperfect subjunctive have their origin in two 

different verb tenses in Latin, namely the pluperfect indicative (amaveram Latin, 

amara Spanish) and pluperfect subjunctive (amavissem Latin, amase Spanish).  This 

present study of peninsular Spanish is a diachronic examination of the hypothesis that 

the –se form has gradually decreased in use while its opposing form has gradually 

increased in use resulting in a linguistic shift from –se to –ra forms.  Special 

consideration will be given to contextual variables significantly contributing to the 

selection of –ra or –se forms.  Under examination is the placement of the verb within 

the protasis or apodosis of the sentence (the if or then clause) or other hypothetical 

clauses in order to analyze the degree to which the reality vs. the probable/hypothetical 

nature of an action affects the verb choice.  Other variables considered are the verb 

form (whether periphrastic or non-periphrastic), pluperfect subjunctive vs. imperfect 

subjunctive, and the placement in a dependent clause vs. independent clause.  Themes 

investigated include the horror aequi principle and the role of free vs. systematic 

variation in the selection of verb form.  The influence of the authors on data contributed 

as well as the century in question is also examined.  The variables are quantified and a 

thorough analysis of the data is conducted using the fairly recent advanced statistical 

technique of generalized linear mixed modeling.  A review of the related literature, the 
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analysis of data samples, historic linguistic trends and associations identified based on 

the data in the –se/-ra variation will be presented. 
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1. Introduction 

When reading narratives in early Castilian, one frequently finds verbs such as 

hubiese, fuese, and tuviese, among others, which employ the -se ending common in the 

imperfect subjunctive and pluperfect subjunctive tenses.  One also comes across the -ra 

verb forms such as comiera, quisiera, and tuviera.  However, the -ra form verbs are not 

encountered as frequently as the -se verbs in early Spanish literature.  Of particular 

interest is the usage of these two variants in peninsular Spanish. 

DeMello (235) considered the frequency of the modern day usage of the two 

verb forms, -se and -ra, in major cities in Spain and Latin America.  His results suggest 

that the Spanish of cities in Spain (namely Seville and Madrid) has among the highest 

frequencies of -se usage and lowest frequencies of -ra usage.  In comparison, the -se 

form usage is not as common in most other Spanish speaking regions or has fallen into 

disuse altogether.  This calls into question the factors that influence the persistent 

lingering of the -se form alongside the -ra form in peninsular Spanish.  Thus, the 

development of the -ra/-se variation and the seeming disparity in usage which exists 

between the two variants of the same verb tenses is the impetus for this dissertation.  

This study identifies and quantitatively analyzes possible factors which may contribute 

to this language variation and ultimately the language change. 

This chapter is structured as follows.  Section 1.1 discusses the Latin origins of 

the -ra and -se forms.  Section 1.2 compares the development of the two variants from 

Latin into Spanish as well as into other Romance languages.  Section 1.3 presents 
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previous studies in detail.  Section 1.4 contrasts the notions of free variation and 

systematic alternation in the selection of the -ra or -se variants.  Section 1.5 presents 

the theoretical framework within which this study is conducted, namely the variationist 

and diachronic probability framework.  Finally, the structure of this dissertation is 

presented in Section 1.6. 

1.1. Latin Origin of -ra/-se Variation 

The imperfect subjunctive and pluperfect subjunctive tenses in Castilian have 

two variants which indicate tense, the -ra and the -se forms, e.g. comiese/comiera and 

hubiese comido/hubiera comido, respectively (see table 1.1).  The two forms have their 

roots in two Latin tenses, the pluperfect subjunctive and the pluperfect indicative 

tenses.  The pluperfect indicative tense in Latin resulted in the -ra form in Spanish, e.g. 

Latin amaveram into Spanish amara, and the pluperfect subjunctive in Latin resulted in 

the -se form in Spanish, e.g. Latin amavissem into Spanish amase.  The hubiera and 

hubiese forms have their origin in the Latin verb habere which means ‘to have’.  

Table 1.1 
Imperfect Subjunctive and Pluperfect Subjunctive in Spanish 

Tense in Spanish Example 

Imperfect subjunctive comiese/comiera 

Pluperfect subjunctive hubiera comido/hubiese comido 

 

Penny points out that 
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the imperfect subjunctive paradigms descend from Latin paradigms (those of the 

pluperfect subjunctive) which shared their stem with the Latin perfect. The 

consequence is that those Old Spanish verbs which preserved or acquired an 

irregularity in their preterite [ ] showed the same stem irregularity in the 

imperfect subjunctive. So, in the same way that the perfect of, for example, 

HABĒRE (e.g. HABUIMOS ) became ov(imos)/ov(iemos), so also HABUISSEM 

became ov(iesse), and both paradigms maintain this identity of root down to the 

present (hub(imos), hub(iese), etc.).  (258-59) 

The pluperfect indicative in Latin passed through several phases to arrive at the  

-ra form found in modern Spanish as shown in table 1.2 adapted from Ralph Penny’s A 

History of the Spanish Language.  

Table 1.2 
Development of Latin pluperfect indicative into modern Spanish* 

Classical Latin Non-Classical Latin Old Spanish Modern Spanish 

CANTĀVERAM CANTĀRAM cantara cantara 

CANTĀVERĀS CANTĀRĀS cantaras cantaras 

CANTĀVERAT CANTĀRAT cantara cantara 

CANTĀVERĀMUS CANTĀRĀMUS cantáramos cantáramos 

CANTĀVERĀTIS CANTĀRĀTIS cantárades cantarais 

CANTĀVERANT CANTĀRANT cantaran cantaran 

*Adapted from table 3.31 The Development of the -ra form from –ar verbs (Penny 259) 
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The Spanish language maintained the -ra form as a residual of the pluperfect indicative 

tense in Latin however the indicative function fell out of use and the form took the 

subjunctive function.  In How Spanish Grew, Spaulding states “Not until the last quarter 

of the 1500’s does the -ra form encroach noticeably upon the true subjunctive in 

dependent clauses (except si clauses), formerly the domain solely of the legitimately 

subjunctive in -se, which was still in the nineteenth century the favorite of Valera, Pardo 

Bazan, and Palacio Valdes” (169).  The -ra form started to take the imperfect subjunctive 

function toward the end of the Middle Ages (Penny 261).  Wright states the following 

about the disuse of the indicative value of -ra:  

A distinctly characteristic verb usage of Old Spanish before the fifteenth century 

is the employment of the verb form in -ra (e.g., amara, dijera) with an indicative 

value.  After this century it lost in popularity very rapidly, and practically passed 

out of use in Spanish from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century. (Indicative 

Function 271) 

Regarding the indicative -ra, Spaulding states “Conventionally held to be one of the 

archaisms which the Romantics plundered from the Middle Ages, the -ra indicative 

crops up in the eighteenth-century poetry of Meléndez Valdés . . . To employ the -ra 

form as an indicative in independent clauses is characteristic of modern writers from 

northern Spain (Galicia, Asturias); El caballero legitimista los convocara secretamente 

(Valle-Inclán, Los cruzados de la Causa, XXXI)” (203). 
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The -se form in modern Spanish has its origin in the pluperfect subjunctive in 

Latin.  Ralph Penny traces the function from Latin to its current form in Spanish stating: 

The Classical Latin imperfect subjunctive forms (CANTĀREM, DĒBĒREM, 

VĪVEREM, AUDĪREM) have scarcely any reflexes in the Romance languages.  They 

were replaced by pluperfect subjunctive forms (CANTĀVISSEM, DĒBUISSEM, 

VĪXISSEM, AUDĪVISSEM) already in non-standard Latin.  This replacement seems 

to have its origins in conditional sentences expressing improbability of fulfilment 

(e.g. ‘If I could, I would do it (but I fear I won’t be able to)’), where the temporal 

distance associated with the pluperfect appears to have enhanced the sense of 

improbability expressed by such clauses.  In this way, Classical sentences of the 

type SĪ POSSET, ID FACERET ‘If I could, I would do it’, with imperfect subjunctives, 

were replaced by the type SĪ POTUISSET, ID FĒCISSET, which had previously only 

expressed impossibility of outcome (‘If I had been able to, I would have done it’).  

Thereafter, the Romance descendants of SĪ POTUISSET, ID FĒCISSET expressed 

both notions, improbability and impossibility, although with a pluperfect 

indicative or a conditional in the apodosis: in Old Spanish, si pudies(se), 

fiziéralo/ferlo ia meant both ‘If I could do it, I would’ and ‘If I had been able to, I 

would have done it’.  Only towards the end of the Middle Ages were these two 

types of conditional sentences partially distinguished, with the introduction of 

the type si hubiese podido, lo habría hecho to express impossibility.  (256)  
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The pluperfect subjunctive in Latin became one variation of the imperfect subjunctive in 

Spanish as shown in table 1.3. 

Table 1.3 
Development of Latin pluperfect subjunctive into modern Spanish* ** 

Classical Latin Non-Classical Latin Old Spanish Modern Spanish 

CANTĀVISSEM CANTĀSSEM cantas(se) cantase 

CANTĀVISSĒS CANTĀSSĒS cantasses cantases 

CANTĀVISSET CANTĂSSET cantas(se) cantase 

CANTĀVISSĒMUS CANTĀSSĒMUS cantássemos cantásemos 

CANTĀVISSĒTIS CANTĀSSĒTIS cantássedes cantaseis 

CANTĀVISSENT CANTĀSSENT cantassen cantasen 

*Adapted from table 3.30 Development of the imperfect subjunctive of –ar verbs 

(Penny 257) 

** Based on 1st conjugation verbs 

1.2.  Comparative linguistics 

Other Romance languages retained the remainder of the Latin pluperfect 

indicative and the Latin pluperfect subjunctive forms.  In Portuguese, the pluperfect 

indicative form is retained and the following table 1.4 adapted from Williams shows the 

development from Latin pluperfect indicative to Portuguese (198). 
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Table 1.4 
Pluperfect Indicative Latin to Pluperfect Indicative Portuguese* 

Classical Latin Portuguese 

-āram -ara 

-āras -aras 

-ārat -ara 

-ārāmus -áramos 

-ārātis -árades > áreis 

-ārant -aram 

*Based on 1st conjugation verbs 

The Latin pluperfect subjunctive becomes the imperfect subjunctive in the Portuguese 

as demonstrated in the following table 1.5 adapted from Williams (169). 
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Table 1.5 
Latin Pluperfect Indicative to Portuguese Imperfect Subjunctive 

Classical Latin Portuguese 

-assem -asse 

-asses -asses 

-asset -asse 

-assēmŭs -ássemos 

-assētĭs -ássedes > -ásseis 

-assent -assem 

*Based on 1st conjugation verbs 

In French, the imperfect subjunctive and the pluperfect subjunctive have fallen out of 

regular use and are considered literary tenses in which one may encounter the form but 

it is not used in everyday speech.  In Italian, the imperfect subjunctive and the past 

perfect subjunctive are still retained.  According to Cuervo who had added notes to 

Bello’s well known work Gramática de la lengua castellana destinada al uso de los 

americanos, 

En los casos en que es indiferente el uso de las dos, ha tomado creces entre los 

españoles el uso de la forma en se, y aun pudiera decirse que tiende a hacer 

desaparecer la en ra; por el contrario, en América (a lo menos en Colombia) es 

de raro uso la en se en el habla ordinaria, y en lo escrito sólo la emplean los que 

imitan adrede el lenguaje de libros españoles.  (475) 
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We will revisit this statement to see if the findings of this present study are in accord.  

The -ra/-se variation and the variables associated with the phenomenon posit an 

interesting point of study. 

1.3. Previous Studies 

The studies associated with the two variants include diachronic and synchronic 

studies which include different Spanish speaking countries.  Though the focus of the 

study is peninsular Spanish, the varied studies on the -se/-ra variation are worth noting.  

We will examine the diachronic studies first.  Joseph Wilson in his dissertation examines 

the diachronic use of -se and -ra in non literary forms in Mexico and indicates that the 

two forms passed through a process of simplification.  He proposes that the decrease of 

-se and the increase of-ra is due to the process of linguistic simplification owing to the 

alternation of two varieties with the same imperfect subjunctive function (1).  Glenn 

Martínez investigates the alternation between -se and -ra in Spanish in Texas during the 

nineteenth century in the time of the Mexican independence from the crown of Spain.  

His study indicates that the -se remained in Texas although it was decreasing in Mexico 

due to the identification with the Spanish crown in the Texas  after the Mexican 

independence from Spain in 1821 and due to the use of  -se or -ra as a class marker.  

According to Martínez, the use of -se corresponded to its identification with the Spanish 

crown which fell into disuse with the subsequent occupation of the area by the United 

States and abandonment of the colonial identity.  Leavitt Wright’s dissertation is a 

historical study investigating the frequency of the verbal forms including -ra, -se, -ría 
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and –re.  In his study he examines previous studies which include those of Cuervo and 

Bello and comments on generalizations in those works.  According to Wright, Cuervo 

states “‘en nuestros clásicos, la forma en se predomina’ in subordínate, optative and 

prótasis clauses, as against ra in the apódosis” (1928 p. VII).  Wright, however, indicates 

that the classic dramatists use the -ra form more frequently than -se in subordinate 

clauses and in protases.  Additionally Wright explains that the optative is expressed 

more by -ra than for -se.  His dissertation demonstrates that works of contemporary 

drama and modern prose have a ratio 7:1 of -ra to -se while modern poetry has a ratio 

4:1 of -ra to -se.  Along the same vein as Wright, DeMello’s study results show that the 

use of -ra is 85% compared with 15% -se in peninsular cities (236); for comparison 

purposes DeMello shows that in Spanish America -ra is 94% while -se is 6% of the forms 

found in corpus studies. 

The variety of studies that deal with -se and -ra are by and large synchronic 

studies and focus on a specific point in time in which the forms are used.  Another study 

by Wright shows that -ra is used more frequently than -se in periodical articles and 

editorials in five newspapers from Mexico and one from Spain (Subjunctive forms year 

1926).  A previous study by DeMello shows that there are differences in the frequency 

of use of one form or the other among educated speakers in major cities throughout the 

Spanish speaking world (235).  Table 1.6 adapted from DeMello’s study shows the 

results of the synchronic study of these cities (235).  The data comes from a sample of 

educated persons from the cities specified in the table. 
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Table 1.6 
Use of -ra and -se verbal forms* 

City -ra Form  -se Form 

Bogota 408 (98%) 9 (2%) 

Buenos Aires 393 (94%) 4 (6%) 

Caracas 511 (94%) 32 (6%) 

Havana 227 (96%) 9 (4%) 

Lima 165(99.4%) 1 (0.6%) 

Madrid 188 (84%) 36 (16%) 

Mexico City 362 (98%) 9 (2%) 

San Juan 249 (80%) 61 (20%) 

Santiago 299 (96%) 13 (4%) 

Seville 110 (87%) 16 (13%) 

Total 2912 (93%) 210 (7%) 

*Adapted from table 1 in -ra vs. -se Subjunctive: A New Look at an Old Topic (DeMello 

235) 

According to table 1.6, the frequency of the use of -se is less than the use of -ra in Latin 

America.  In the peninsular cities represented by Seville and Madrid, the use of the -se 

verbal form is more frequent compared to other major Spanish speaking cities.  The 

table also shows that San Juan in particular has a frequency of -se (20%) compared with 

the peninsular Spanish cities of Seville and Madrid, the highest among the listed cities.   

Focusing on cities in Spain, De Kock shows some relevant data in table 1.7 with regards 

to the variant use distribution per city. 
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Table 1.7 
Written Language: Spain (De Kock 2000)  
Distribution of the forms of -ra and -se in subjunctive contexts in Castile, Asturias-
Galicia, Basque Country, Catalonia and Andalusia: Absolute and relative frequencies 

 -ra -se Total 

Castile 34 (36.17%) 60 (63.83%) 94 

Asturias-Galicia 28 (50%) 28 (50%) 56 

Basque Country 16 (61.54%) 10 (38.46%) 26 

Catalonia 25 (64.10%) 14 (35.90%) 39 

Andalusia 33 (66%) 17 (34%) 50 

 

Different Spanish dialects have varying uses of -se/-ra.  In the Mexican dialect, Rojo finds 

that the -se form is much less common and considered the more probably elegant form 

(240).  According to Rojo and Rozas “En catalán las formas en -ra han sido sustituidas 

por las compuestas (había + participio) en los valores indicativos y las formas en -se son 

las únicas que aparecen con el valor de pretérito de subjuntivo” (240).  In Silva- 

Corvalan’s study on 3 verb forms of old Castile, referring to -ra/-se, -ba, and –ria,   

Imperfect subjunctive and conditional forms alternate in the protasis of 

conditional clauses . . . and in all other contexts in which the standard variety 

requires an imperfect subjunctive form (e.g. purpose clauses . . . relative clauses, 

complement clauses, etc.). The variants do not convey any meaning differences 

in these contexts, i.e., linguistically, they are in free variation. On the other hand, 
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I have shown elsewhere (Silva-Corvalán 1983) that the alternation between 

imperfect indicative and conditional or subjunctive has a semantic-pragmatic 

motivation. Conditional statements coded with an imperfect form in the 

apodosis appear more likely to become facts in a future world than those coded 

with a conditional or subjunctive form.  (594) 

Silva-Corvalán adds that “the alternate use of the conditional and the subjunctive 

appears to be the consequence of a change which probably started before the sixteenth 

century” (595).  Additionally she states that the present and imperfect indicative “is 

sometimes used in contexts where the standard variety would accept only an imperfect 

subjunctive form” (600).  The following table 1.8 is adapted from Silva-Corvalán 

comparing standard Spanish with Covarrubias Spanish (595). 

Table 1.8 
Standard Spanish and Covarrubias Spanish 

 Standard Spanish Covarrubias Spanish 

Protasis (-ba), -ra/-se -ba, -ra/-se, -ría 

Apodosis (-ba), -ra, -ría -ba, - ría 

 

Fernandez-Ulloa and Portillo-Mayorga conducted a study of the imperfect subjunctive 

and pluperfect subjunctive as pertaining to university students in Bilbao, Basque 

Country and Santander, Cantabria.  The students were given a fill-in-the- blank test with 

twenty-three sentences in which the imperfect subjunctive tense was expected in the 

blanks.  The following table 1.9 adapted from the article shows the result of this study.  
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Table 1.9 
Frequency of variants of University Students in Bilbao and Santander 

 Frequency Percentage (%) 

-ra 1367 55.3 

-se 849 34.3 

-ra/-se* 23 .9 

-ria 42 1.7 

otros 191 7.7 

(Adapted from Fernandez-Ulloa and Portillo-Mayorga 172) 

*Students were instructed to fill in the blank with only one form; however some 
included the -ra/-se alternation. Sixteen of these cases are attributable to one 
participant. 
 

Thus the majority of the forms are attributable to -ra and -se, and a negligible number 

are attributable to –ría in this university student study focusing on peninsular Spanish 

and the place of language contact between Castilian and Basque.  It is interesting to 

note that the study showed that neither sex, place nor gender was significantly 

correlated with the variant selection.  The Galician variety tends to use the -ra form as 

indicative, the equivalent of había + participle, and as a result, Rojo proposes the 

possibility that the -se form as subjunctive is conserved due to the indicative use of the -

ra form (255, 263)1.  In the Spanish spoken in the Mexican-American community in 

                                                      

1
 Manuel J. Gutiérrez notes that “El reemplazo de imperfecto de subjuntivo por el condicional simple en la 

prótasis de las oraciones condicionales ha sido documentado por Silva-Corvalán en el español de 
Covarrubias (1986b), Urrutia (1991) en el español del País Vasco y por Lavandera (1975) en el español de 
Buenos Aires. La Academia reconoce el uso de esta forma en la prótasis de este tipo de oraciones condi- 
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Houston, Texas, a situation in which there is language contact, Gutiérrez presents the 

usage combinations for spoken conditional sentences referring to the future 

(Tendencias 575).  The following table 1.10 is adapted from Gutiérrez (Ibid). 

Table 1.10 
Protasis and apodosis combinations in conditional sentences with future reference 

 Protasis Apodosis 

(A) Imperfect subjunctive 

-ra 

Simple conditional 

-ría 

(B) Imperfect subjunctive 

-ra 

Imperfect subjunctive 

-ra 

 

In the Spanish spoken in Houston, system (B) is slowly overtaking system (A) in which 

the imperfect subjunctive -ra is slowly displacing the conditional –ría in the apodosis. 

Similarly, Spaulding (1929) states “that the -ra form may and does replace the 

conditional in -ría, at least in conditional sentences” (An Inexact 371).   In Kany’s 1951 

study, the -se form of the subjunctive is losing ground to the -ra form in Spain.  

Generally, the form of -se has a stronger association with peninsular literature.  Given 

the findings of previous studies with regard to the occurrence of -se and -ra, the posit of 

this study is to examine the progress of the use between the -se and -ra forms in a 

diachronic study from the sixteenth to the twentieth century. 

                                                                                                                                                              

cionales y la atribuye al habla vulgar del español del País Vasco y de comarcas limítrofes de las provincias 
de Burgos y Santander (1989, 473)” (570-71).  This is a phenomenon of interest though beyond the scope 
of the present investigation. 
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1.4. Free Variation vs. Systematic Alternation 

Different arguments exist with the regard to the selection of the -se or -ra form 

in the past subjunctive forms, namely the imperfect subjunctive and the pluperfect 

subjunctive.  One stance is that the selection is based on free variation and another is 

that an alternation exists between one form and the other due to a subtle difference in 

the significance of each form.  Such nuances of meaning can result from differences in 

the Latin roots in the indicative and the subjunctive forms which evolved into -ra and -se 

in Spanish, respectively.  According to Castronovo: “…the -se form amase, which 

etymologically comes from the Latin pluperfect subjunctive amavisssem, could not be 

substituted for the -ra form in the apódosis” (378).  The imperfect subjunctive form 

(comiera/comiese) and the compound verbal form of the pluperfect subjunctive 

(hubiera comido/hubiese comido) can take the use of either form.  

 The form may be determined according to the context, specifically if the form falls 

within a conditional clause or not.  Moreno’s Spanish grammar textbook (which 

originates from Spain) notes that “Detrás de si puede usar las dos.  En la frase principal, 

solo es recomendable la forma en -ra, aunque hay muchos hablantes que no hacen la 

diferencia” (170).  The following are examples adapted from Moreno’s textbook of 

potential uses in the imperfect subjunctive and pluperfect subjunctive, respectively: 

(1) Si fueras/ fueses más simpático, también te hubieran invitado. 
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(2) Si no hubiera/hubiese llovido tanto durante la primavera, ahora los 

campos no estarían tan verdes.  (170) 

(It is interesting to note that not all textbooks for teaching Spanish mention the form -

se, as in the example of Dos Mundos, a prominent university level textbook utilized in 

the United States.)  Thus in the protasis, both -se and -ra forms are acceptable but in the 

apodosis the -ra is preferable.  Branza and Van Hueven’s study on the “Linguistic 

variation in the subjuntivo imperfecto in Spanish America in the 16th Century” states  

“Using the -ra form proved the preferred option in subclauses in which the event was 

represented as hypothetical, while the same form was clearly less preferred if the event 

was represented as factual or situated in the future” (35).  Examples (3), (4) and (5) 

show the imperfect subjunctive using -ra and -se in the narrative prose Lazarillo de 

Tormes which dates to the sixteenth century, according to Keniston’s study on the 

work’s use of the subjunctive (42). 

(3) iO si supiesses, moço, que pieça es esta! 

 

(4) iQuien estuviera aquella hora sepultado!  

 

(5) Pluguiera a Dios que lo huviera hecho… 

These examples show the imperfect subjunctive in a contrary to fact context.  Example 

(5) shows the use of the imperfect subjunctive pluguiera and the pluperfect subjunctive 
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huviera hecho.  The following are examples of prose from the nineteenth century about 

the reign of Ferdinand VII (Cosca). 

(6) Si el congreso hubiese sabido reunir estos elementos de orden y sacar fruto 

de ellos, la anarquía hubiera quedado sepultada para siempre . . . 

 

(7) . . . patio del ayuntamiento, donde hubiera perecido a manos del vulgo si 

algunos hombres generosos no se hubiesen opuesta a su muerte y le hubieran 

salvado . . . 

Examples (6) and (7) are consistent with the notion that the -ra form is used for the 

principle resulting phrase or the apodosis.  In example (6), “hubiese sabido” is used for 

the protasis.  The writer then includes the -ra form in the apodosis “hubiera quedado.”  

In example (7) Cosca includes “hubiera parecido” in the apodosis and two contrasting 

forms in the protasis.  The first verb in the protasis “hubiesen opuesta” contrasts with 

“hubieran salvado” perhaps to avoid the redundancy of including the same form twice 

consecutively.  According to Bolinger’s study, the -se form indicates more distance and 

less probability that the event will occur (345-346).  Thus factors which could contribute 

to the preference of one form over the other may include the type of clause and the 

semantic function of the form in question.  The type of clause may affect the preference 

for -se or -ra.  In the event that the situation is hypothetical, the variant selection may 

not be the result of free variation but the result of systematic variation in which each 

form has its function in the adequate context.  Thus it may be that the nuance of the 
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meaning pertaining to each form dictates the use of one form or the other, and the 

result is that the form is based on its semantic function.  The study of Bolinger and that 

of Branza and Van Hueven indicate that adequate form is not a result of free variation, 

but that the forms tend toward complementary distributions. Lamiquiz (1971) indicates 

that -ra superceeds -se at an advanced stage in Hispanoamerica and that a similar 

phenomenon occurs in peninsular Spanish, albeit at a less advanced stage (9).  

In a study on Navarre, Spain, twenty participants took a fill in the blank exam in 

which verb forms were inserted to make the test passage make sense and then 

completed a questionnaire on the differences between the -se and -ra forms (Williams 

90-91).  The results are shown in the following table 1.11. 

Table 1.11 
What is the difference between -ra and -se (adapted from Williams 91) 

-ra is more correct/ is the norm in Navarre 3 

It is affected to use the -se form 3 

It is more elegant or cultured to use the-se form 3 

There is no difference 13 

Other differences 2 

Total 23* 

* “The total comes to more than 20 because some people gave two unconflicting 
opinions” (91). 
 

Table 1.11 sheds some light on the participants’ perspectives on variant use and can 

help explain the conscious decision making factors which result in the linguistic 
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variation.  It is worth noting about this table that thirteen of the twenty responses 

indicate that there is no perceived difference on the participant’s part between -se and -

ra and that this number does not account for all the participants, indicating that there is 

a perceived difference to at least some participants.   

1.5. Theoretical Framework 

Keeping the previous studies in mind, the present study intends to examine the 

progress underway in the election of -se or -ra in Spain and to quantitatively analyze the 

variables related to the selection from a diachronic perspective.  This study takes a 

variationist approach in assessing the linguistic change.  In Analyzing Sociolinguistic 

Variation, Tagliamonte states that “the variationist enterprise is essentially, and 

foremost, the study of the interplay between variation, social meaning, and the 

evolution and development of the linguistic system itself” (5).  She goes on to say that  

. . . variationist sociolinguistics is most aptly described as the branch of linguistics 

which studies the foremost characteristics of language in balance with each 

other-linguistic structure and social structure; grammatical meaning and social 

meaning-those properties of language which require reference to both external 

(social) and internal (systemic) factors in their explanation.  (5)   

Tagliamonte states in Variationist Sociolinguistics, 

Variationist Sociolinguistics has an essentially multiplex nature: on the one hand, 

empirical and data-based; on the other hand, scientific methods and statistical 
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testing; but there is a third component.  Linguistic patterns can only be 

understood through interpretation.  Explanation in sociolinguistics can only 

happen when statistics are used in conjunction with a strong interpretive 

component, grounded in real world language use.  (8) 

The variationist theory has as its basis Labov’s Principle of Accountability.  According to 

Roy, 

Underlying a variationist approach is Labov’s Principle of Accountability 

(1982:30), the dictum that in order to study a form we have to count not only 

where the form does occur but where it could occur and does not.  Labov 

(1975:7) elaborates on this stating “the crucial step is the precise definition of 

the variable itself, so that it is possible to state the proportion of cases in which a 

given variant has occurred out of all those cases in which it might have occurred.  

Only then can we count items in a meaningful way and perform mathematical 

operations upon the data so produced.  (30) 

Thus this exploratory study investigates factors which may influence the production of 

the target variable in question—the selection of -se or -ra following the principle of 

accountability.  This principle allows us to observe where the target variant occurs as 

well as where it is absent.  The contextual linguistic variables in this investigation are 

coded and operationalized to produce a model reflecting the input data which sheds 

light on which factors bear significance in the selection in addition to the frequency 
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distributions produced from the data collection.  Cedergren and Sankoff in their article 

Variable Rules:  Performance as a Statistical Reflection of Competence (1974) describe 

an approach which accounts for variation by examining variation frequencies in an 

exploratory manner as opposed to “postulating the existence of many grammars”: 

A radically different approach has been taken by Labov 1969, Bailey 1971, and G. 

Sankoff (MS), who focus on variability as a central aspect of linguistic compe- 

tence.  The latter two authors argue that this focus requires a different analytic 

paradigm from the usual generative framework; and they both point to Labov's 

work, particularly his article on the English copula, as a beginning of the 'para- 

digm change', in the sense of Kuhn 1970.  Both document this change in terms of 

altered goals, data sources, analytic techniques, and theory content.  The key to 

the new paradigm lies in Labov's proposal to incorporate systematic variation 

into linguistic description and theory by extending the concept of a rule of 

grammar to that of a VARIABLE RULE, where the predicted relative frequency of 

a rule's operation is, in effect, an integral part of its structural description.  This 

single idea, which is essentially a proposal about individual linguistic 

competence, also has wide ramifications for stylistics, sociolinguistics, 

dialectology, and diachronic linguistics.  This stems from the fact that, once 

accepted and incorporated into description, variability can be made a function 

not only of the presence or absence of linguistic elements, but also can be 

constrained by extralinguistic factors, all within the same notational and 

theoretical framework.  (334) 
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According to Rinke and Elsig, 

Such variable rule analysis (VARBRUL) also permits to see whether a certain 

factor favors or disfavors the selection of a particular variant, and it ranks the 

individual factor groups according to their effect strength.  A prerequisite for 

conducting a variable rule analysis is to take into account all contexts in which a 

certain variant could have occurred, even when it did not (‘principle of 

accountability’, cf. Labov, 1972:72; Poplack and Tagliamonte, 2001:89).  (2558) 

Variable rule refers to the statistical analysis techniques of the variables involved in 

variationist linguistics, known as VARBRUL, and now more commonly referring to the 

software package of the same name, which contains a precursor to the statistical 

techniques utilized in this investigation. 

Complexities are involved when going beyond the phonological level into the 

morphological and semantic levels as manifested by the -se and -ra variants.  Bolinger 

points out  

Two linguistic theories are in conflict here.  One, old and well established, is that 

there is no such thing as an exact synonym.  The endings -ra and -se are not 

words in the ordinary sense and accordingly might not be thought of in 

connection with synonyms, but since they communicate meaning the theory is 

the same.  The second is a recent borrowing from phonology: that it is possible 

to have two or more forms in "free variation" . . . It has not proved itself at 
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higher levels, and if it is not true of -ra and -se, where it has been affirmed for so 

long, one may well question it wherever it has been applied in syntax.  (345)  

In her article “On the Variability of Syntax: Some Theoretical Remarks,” Serrano puts 

forth that “non-phonological variation cannot receive the same treatment since we are 

dealing with different linguistic levels” (1056).  She further indicates that “it is essential 

to delimit the context in which supposed variants alternate in order to be able to 

ascertain that the bounds of meaning of each unit leave room for no doubt whatsoever 

as regards their identity in a given context (1068).  Keeping this in mind, the present 

study operationalizes the contexts in which the variables are found.  In accord, Gillian 

Sankoff states “the study of the context of language use as an integral part of linguistic 

description is necessary on a number of grounds . . .” (Above and beyond 12).  

Examining the two variants shows that in many instances they are interchangeable.  

Going beyond the phonological level, however, necessitates recognizing that the two 

variants are not always interchangeable.  In Weiner and Labov’s study on the 

interchangeability of the agentless passive and the active constructions, they state  

One strategy that we might follow is to say that we are using ‘rough semantic 

equivalence’ and admit that a more precise sense of the meaning . . . would 

require us to register every possible inference that one individual or another 

would be likely to make in interpreting one or the other form.  But it seems to us 

that this concession to an idealistic semantics is needlessly unrealistic.  If we 

isolate words from their use, we can show that there is no such thing as a precise 
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synonym, since all words have slightly different privileges of occurrence when 

we consider every possible context.  But in practice, the need for stylistic 

variation leads all speakers and writers of English to substitute one word for the 

other with the expectation that any differences that might arise in other 

contexts will not affect interpretation in that.  (30) 

Given the previous studies in which the context may favor one form over the other, the 

protasis vs. the apodosis for example, we may apply this idea of not having a “precise 

synonym” to the present selection between the variants -se and -ra.  When investigating 

linguistic structures beyond the phonological level, Lavandera suggests “to relax the 

condition that referential meaning must be the same for all the alternates and 

substitute for it a condition of functional comparability” (29).  Rojo points out in the RAE 

that between the -ra and -se forms “no son enteramente equivalentes; y conviene notar 

este hecho para evitar la lamentable confusión en que modernamente incurren algunos 

diciendo, por ejemplo, yo te hubiese escrito si hubiera tenido ocasión, en vez de yo te 

hubiera (o habría) escrito si hubiese tenido ocasión (RAE: 1931 300) El Esbozo, en 

cambio, indica que “ la identificación entre  -ra y -se es hoy completa, es decir; ambas 

pueden sustituirse entre si siempre que sean subjuntivas” (RAE: 1973, 3.15.6e) (680).  

Serrano proposes that the issue is “to relate the significative individual purpose with 

social meanings and linguistic form” (1068).  Accordingly, Gillian Sankoff states that  

The extension of probabilistic considerations from phonology to syntax is not a 

conceptually difficult jump.  Whenever there are options open to a speaker, we 
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can infer from his or her behavior an underlying set of probabilities. . . . this 

inference is more than an exercise in data organization, since the underlying 

probabilities are consistently and systematically patterned according to internal 

(linguistic) and external (social and stylistic) constraints.  (Above and beyond 25) 

The use of probabilities is relevant for this exploratory study which goes beyond the 

phonological level and delves into the morphological and semantic levels.  Lavandera 

states  

. . . for non-phonological variation, quantitative statements can certainly still be 

treated as data which call for interpretation, and probabilistic rules can still serve 

as heuristic devices.  The regularities and tendencies illustrated by probabilistic 

analysis must be subject to formal and substantive explanation.  Substantive 

explanations will have to draw from linguistics, sociology, psychology, and 

anthropology.  (30) 

Gries states that “there is more and more evidence that much of the cognitive 

and/or linguistic system is statistical or probabilistic in nature, as opposed to based on 

clear-cut categorical rules” (Elementary statistical 2).  Szmrecsanyi  posits that in corpus 

based historical linguistics “fluctuating frequencies of grammatical variants are a 

function not only of changing grammars but are also conditioned by environmental 

changes in the textual habitat” and suggests going beyond text frequencies “and 

exploring instead the probabilistic conditioning of grammatical variability.  If language 
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users change the way in which they choose variants, then – and only then – can we 

explain fluctuating text frequencies as the outcome of grammar change” (About text 

frequencies 1, 16).  Bearing in mind that the production of language does not 

mechanically follow prescriptive grammar rules and according to Labov “In general, we 

must observe that it is the nature of language to produce categorical judgments”, the 

judgment component is the basis for the idea of variant selection being probabilistic in 

nature since an individual may select one option over the other (Some principles of 

linguistic 107).  According to Cedergren and Sankoff, 

Linguistic method traditionally starts from a study of individual cases, and 

attempts to assemble them into rules of maximum generality.  Labov has 

extended this principle to the quantitative analysis of rule application and 

discovered the highly significant generalization that the presence of a given 

feature or subcategory tends to affect rule frequency in a probabilistically 

uniform way in all the environments containing it. [. . .] This means that, instead 

of having to account for all the different possible environments in an 

unconnected way, which would be counter to usual linguistic practice, it suffices 

to calculate the effect or contribution of each environ- mental feature (these are 

generally much less numerous than environments), and to know how to combine 

these effects to calculate probabilities for the specific environments.  Labov's 

discovery that all environments for a given rule are governed by a fixed set of 

feature effects, combining in a highly predictable way, is a novel and strong 

justification for the usual practice of notationally collapsing similar disjunctively 
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ordered rules, operating in different environments, into a single general rule.  

(336) 

The aggregate of sample selections in conjunction with modern statistical procedures 

that help us to analyze them helps us to assess the probabilities of choosing one variant 

over the other.  For this reason, this study operates within the framework of diachronic 

probability.  Szmrecsanyi outlines this framework: 

Methodologically, the Diachronic Probabilistic Grammar (DPG) approach consists 

of five steps:  

(1) tap into text corpora (that is, observational usage data) and use the 

variationist methodology (e.g. Labov 1982) to derive richly annotated datasets; 

(2) fit statistical models that predict language users’ syntactic choices from 

language-internal predictors (also known as “conditioning factors” or 

“constraints”);  

(3) explore real-time changes in the effect that these predictors have;  

(4) interpret any such changes in terms of diachronically evolving probabilistic 

grammars;  

(5) interpret the absence of changes as probabilistic stability.  (Diachronic 2) 

It is important at this juncture to introduce the statistical technique central to this study 

whereby the variation demonstrated in this investigation is analyzed.  According to Roy, 

“Variationist approaches to (socio-)linguistics habitually make use of multiple regression 
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to assess the statistical significance and relative magnitude of the respective 

extralinguistic and linguistic constraints on variant choice” (9).  Similarly, Bickel (2011) 

discusses statistical modeling stating that “It has long been recognized that the 

distribution of linguistic structures, and therefore their evolution, is subject to 

competing motivations.  From this it follows that successful modeling and 

understanding of distributions requires a multivariate approach, e.g. in the form of 

generalized linear (and other) models (9).  The main statistical technique used to model 

the data in this investigation is that of the generalized linear mixed model.  According to 

Wolk et al. , 

Logistic regression is a statistical analysis technique related to varbrul analysis, 

customary in variationist sociolinguistics (Sankoff & Labov 1979).  The technique 

permits quantification of the simultaneous effect of multiple individual 

explanatory factors on a binary dependent variable, such as dative or genitive 

outcomes.  We utilize a modern refinement of logistic regression analysis, 

‘mixed-effects logistic regression’ (Pinheiro & Bates 2000).  In addition to so-

called ‘fixed effects’ — which are classically estimated predictors suited for 

assessing the reliability of the effect of repeatable characteristics — mixed-

effects modeling allows for ‘random effects’ that are well suited to capture 

variation dependent on open-ended, potentially hierarchical and unbalanced 

groups.  (399) 
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Wolk et al. continues that “random effects provide a sophisticated yet elegant method 

for taking grouped variation into account, making sure that the estimation of the 

relevant variables can proceed unaffected by this noise and that the results are easy to 

generalize beyond the particular sample of authors and texts” (400).  This is a relatively 

recent technique which will be discussed in more detail in the following methodology 

chapter.  Szmrecsanyi describes binary logistic regression analysis upon which the 

generalized linear mixed model is based as a “workhorse analysis technique in corpus-

based variation studies” (Diachronic 2).  He continues  

logistic regression probes the probabilistic conditioning – and its plasticity in real 

time – of linguistic choice- making.  The technique predicts a binary outcome (i.e. 

a linguistic choice) given a range of independent predictor variables.  Thanks to 

multivariate control, regression analysis is the closest historical linguists can 

come to conducting a controlled experiment.  Regression analysis is increasingly 

popular in corpus-based historical linguistics (see, e.g., Gries and Hilpert 2010; 

Hundt and Szmrecsanyi 2012; Wolk et al. 2013), and state-of the-art designs 

factor in real time by fitting interaction effects between time as a language-

external variable and various language-internal predictors.  These interaction 

effects can gauge if and to what extent the probabilistic effects of language-

internal predictors are stable or unstable diachronically.  (Ibid) 
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1.6. Purpose of Study 

Bearing this framework in mind, the goal of this investigation is to assess the 

factors that are correlated with the selection of either the -se or -ra verb forms in 

peninsular Spanish by conducting a multifactorial diachronic analysis spanning from the 

sixteenth to the twentieth century.  The purpose of this study is to trace the historical 

development of the -ra/-se variant selection in Spain through these centuries and the 

contributing factors which may play a role in the selection and, as we shall see, 

diachronic change.  Through a multifactorial analysis different variables will be assessed 

as to their significance in the selection of either -se or -ra as well as to whether the 

selection is associated with free variation or systematic alternation.  The methodology 

for this historical study of linguistic change consists of retrieving texts representative of 

each century under investigation from a corpus.  A search for the -ra and -se forms in 

the texts and determining the contexts in which they appear serves toward analyzing 

whether the form selected is influenced by intralinguistic factors.   A quantitative 

analysis of the data is useful in investigating potential variables that may influence the 

variation and the probability of selecting one variant over the other.   

The actuation problem is the examination of the reason a language changes at a 

certain time and place (cf. Weinreich, Herzog and Labov 1968: 102).  This is particularly 

relevant in a diachronic study in which contributing factors are sought to determine a 

change in the language.  Jankowski states “It is also possible that a change in frequency 

of certain forms (such as an increase of relative pronoun that or s-genitive) in the 

written registers is not due to any linguistic or grammatical change such as those 
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scenarios described above, but is because the pattern of co-occurrence of these 

features with other linguistic features”(23).  In this light, the present study will also 

examine possible philological factors associated with the linguistic shift.  It becomes 

necessary also to note the historical backdrop and cultural movements which give rise 

to or affect the linguistic variation.  The hypothesis of this study is that the use of -se 

decreases while the use of -ra increases in peninsular Spanish and, and with attention to 

the characteristics of this shift, the variables that can contribute to the variation are 

examined in an exploratory manner. 

This investigation seeks to address the following topics: 

1. Trace the historical development of the -se/-ra forms in Spain, i.e. document and 

analyze the frequency distribution 

2. Determine the factors significantly related to the selection of the -se/-ra 

morphemes through a multifactorial analysis 

3. Determine if selection is systematic or free variation 

1.7. Structure of the Work 

Chapter 2 is the methodology chapter which reviews the parameters and 

methods utilized in this investigation.  Predictor variables, their factors and data 

collection methods utilizing the corpus will be discussed.  The use of the data in 

formulating a model will also be discussed. 

Chapter 3 is an analysis overview which includes the frequency distributions of 

the morphemes spanning the centuries.  The predicted probabilities of selecting -se or -
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ra given the predictor variables and their interactions with each century are analyzed 

along with their implications. 

Chapter 4 is a multifactorial analysis chapter which includes a review of the 

model selection process in order to arrive at a minimally adequate model of good fit.  An 

analysis of this model, the predictors, as well as well as their interactions with time, are 

included to assess the historical progression of the factors which may play a role in the 

selection of the -se or -ra morpheme. 

Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of the key findings of this investigation and 

a look to further investigations.  
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Parameters of the study 

This investigation is a diachronic examination of the forms -ra and -se found in 

the imperfect subjunctive and the pluperfect subjunctive (eg. amase/amara-imperfect 

subjunctive; hubiera/hubiese amado-pluperfect subjunctive).  These verb forms are 

examined in the time period ranging from the sixteenth century to the twentieth 

century.  The data collected is limited to forms found in peninsular Castilian Spanish, the 

focus of this study, in order to track the historical development of the forms found in 

Spain.  The peninsular variety is of particular interest due to the larger remnant of -se 

still in use in Madrid and Seville relative to other Spanish speaking cities in the Americas 

in which the use of -se has all but disappeared as demonstrated in George DeMello’s 

study2 (see table 1.6).  The narrative genre was the literature selected to be studied 

since it is a type of literature most likely to approximate natural speech (given the 

constraints of obtaining historical data) and provide ample samples of data 

demonstrating the use of the imperfect and pluperfect subjunctive forms.  The narrative 

accounts from the texts sampled are given in the first and third person and include both 

dialogue and narration and thus contain a conversational tone.  The variety of 

narrations include traditional and erudite (culto) short stories, long story dialogues and 

novels, and other forms which are unspecified by the CORDE database used. 

                                                      

2
  According to DeMello’s study, San Juan, Puerto Rico also retained a high use of –se, even higher than 

that of Madrid and Seville, but that is beyond the scope of this study. 
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2.2. Data Collection 

The frequency of the forms of -ra and -se, i.e. the -ra and -se morphemes, of 

both the imperfect and pluperfect subjunctive tenses was obtained by collecting 

samples using the Royal Spanish Academy (Real Academia Española) online Corpus 

Diacrónico del Español (CORDE).  This database allows for specification of the texts 

which are queried.  Search parameters included the country from which the data was 

collected, the time range, the text media (whether the text is a book, newspaper, etc.), 

and the text type (e.g. narrative).  The texts used for data collection were sampled such 

that three different texts were used per half century.  This method ensured that the 

data would be as evenly distributed as possible with regards to the number of sources 

per half century.  This was done in order to avoid a scenario in which data for a century 

would be collected from only the early part of the century and not the later part, or vice 

versa, which would leave time period gaps in which no sample tokens were taken or 

make the data heavy on one end of the century as opposed to the even distribution 

desired.  Special attention was given to ensure that authors were not represented more 

than once either within a fifty year time increment or overall, so that the data reflected 

a variety of authors.  The data was retrieved from CORDE by delineating the country as 

Spain, and doing multiple queries, incrementally for each fifty year range (e.g. 1500-

1549, 1550- 1599 etc.) for all the various -se and -ra personal forms.  This amounted to 6 

texts per century and 30 texts overall spanning the sixteenth to the twentieth century.  

Since it would be fruitless for data collection to include texts from the queries with a 

paucity of -ra and -se usage, texts were selected which provided as ample samples of -ra 
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and -se as possible (by examining which texts in the query results yielded a greater 

quantity of these forms), regardless of whether these morphemes formed the imperfect 

subjunctive or pluperfect subjunctive.  Sentences containing the target variables -se and 

-ra were collected and the surrounding context was examined.  Each target variable was 

then coded for the variables in this investigation.  The variables were input into a 

generalized linear model and a good fit model was selected which would determine the 

relevant predictor, or explanatory, variables associated with the selection of -se or -ra. 

2.3. Variables 

The tokens collected from the sample sentences were coded for various 

variables which include the main effects, i.e. the independent variables: 

independent/dependent, protasis/apodosis, contrasting structure variable, pluperfect, 

periphrasis, century, and author ID.  Each variable and its corresponding factors will be 

discussed and examples from the texts collected will be shown (see table 2.1).  The 

token verbs were also coded for the target variable, i.e. the dependent variable, which 

was the selection of either a -se or -ra personal form.  In this study, the categorization of 

the variables was determined by the form rather than the semantic component since 

having the form as the determining factor would result in a more accurate 

categorization of the data and would be less subjective.  According to Weiner and Labov 

“the possibility of accurate measurement is less immediate with semantic variation” 

(31).  There is “a much better chance of getting intersubjective agreement in identifying 

formal variants than semantic variants” (Weiner and Labov 31).
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Table 2.1 
Predictor Variables and their Subcategories 

Variable Type Variable Factors 

Fixed Effect Variable Independent/Dependent Clause Independent 

Dependent 

Protasis/Apodosis Protasis 

Apodosis 

Neither 

Como si 

Other hypothetical 

Como 

Contrasting Variable None: no other se/ra forms present 

Contrasting structure present 

Same structure present: both same 

Both contrasting and same structure present 

Pluperfect Imperfect subjunctive 

Pluperfect subjunctive 

Century 1500-1599 

1600-1699 

1700-1799 

1800-1899 

1900-1975 

Periphrastic Not periphrastic 

Periphrastic 

Random Effect Variable Subject ID Author ID 
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The first variable is the independent/dependent clause variable.  This variable 

indicates whether the verb in question occurs in an independent or a dependent clause.  

The independent phrase constitutes a main clause, can stand by itself and typically has a 

subject and verb, although the subject may be either independent or implicit in the verb 

conjugation.  The dependent phrase constitutes phrases which are not complete 

thoughts, i.e.  which function as subordinating clauses and are usually introduced by 

subordinating conjunctions.  The word in bold indicates the verb token being coded. 

Independent 

(8)   Quizá de aquella respuesta dependiera la vida de Paco. **3  1953, Sender, 

Ramón J.;  Réquiem por un campesino español; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares;  Destino (Barcelona), 1995 

 

(9)   No acauara yo de contar lo que vi en el camarin si lo hubiera de dezir todo. 

**  1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de;  Sueño del Infierno; 

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato breve culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 

Dependent 

(10)   ¡Ojala que así fuese!  **  1799, Gutiérrez, Luis;  Cornelia Bororquia. Historia 

verídica de la Judith española;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

                                                      

3
 **denotes the end of the text sample 
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similares;  Juan Ignacio Ferreras, Ediciones Vosa (Madrid), 1994 

 

(11)   No sabemos que la dama le añadiera esta otra pregunta: "Y en el cielo, 

¿hay alguien?" **  1931 – 1933, Unamuno, Miguel de;  San Manuel Bueno, 

mártir;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Víctor 

García de la Concha, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1991 

The second variable is the protasis/apodosis variable which has several 

subcategories or factors which include: protasis, apodosis, neither, como si, other 

hypothetical, and como.  Verbs introduced by si, categorized as part of a conditional or 

an “if” clause, are considered to be in the protasis, and verbs categorized in the “then” 

clause are considered as part of the apodosis. 

Protasis 

(12)   desparescieron, y fue muy maravillada, y lo dixiera al emperador si supiera 

hablar.   **  1509, Anónimo;  La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares Nieves Baranda, 

Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(13)   ALONSO Eso fuera  si fuera vuestra merced persona sospechosa; **  1599, 

Anónimo;  Diálogos de John Minsheu; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso diálogo;  

Miguel Marañón Ripoll y Lola Montero Reguera, Centro Virtual Cervantes (Alcalá 

de Henares), 2004 
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Apodosis 

(14)    ¿qué hiciera si fuera verdad?  **  a 1554, Anónimo;  Lazarillo de Tormes; 

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;   Francisco Rico, 

Cátedra (Madrid), 1994 

 

(15)  - Me consuelas tanto, que si me hubiera cogido solo este pensamiento -le 

dije- hubiera dado al traste con la razón.  **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego de;  

Correo del otro mundo;  ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares;   Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

Upon the start of the investigation, two additional categories were considered:  verbs 

categorized as part of a dependent clause in the protasis and verbs categorized as part 

of a dependent clause of the apodosis.  The number of tokens found in each, however, 

was negligible; thus these additional categories were not justifiable and consequently 

not included in the study as separate subcategories, but were rather included in the 

protasis and apodosis subcategories, respectively.  The factor labeled as neither contains 

verbs which do not fall into any of the other subcategories of the protasis/apodosis 

variable. 

Neither 

(16)   Y vn retulo que dezia: Aqui  se vende tinta fina, papel vatido y dorado, 

pudiera condenar otro que hubiera menester màs apetitos  para ello. Què 
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quiere?  **  1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de;  Sueño del Infierno   

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato breve culto;  James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 

 

(17)   concluyó con decirme que las reconocía, que hubiera podido resistir a los 

encantos naturales de su rival, **  1835, Mesonero Romanos, Ramón de;  

Escenas de 1835 [Panorama matritense (primera serie 1832-1835)]; ESPAÑA;  

12.Relato breve culto;  Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, Universidad de 

Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

The como si subcategory consists of verbs in clauses introduced by como si which 

function as a type of hypothetical clauses and also specifically in the context of 

comparative subordinating clauses (Gili 350).  The other hypothetical subcategory 

includes those verb tokens which fall into other hypothetical clauses not covered by the 

protasis, como si, and como subcategories. 

Como si 

(18)  y acà dudamos si son honbres o otra cossa, que en el mundo ellos no siruen 

sino de enfados y de mal aguero, pues si vno va a negozios y topa vn çurdo, se 

buelbe como si topara vn cuerbo o oyera vna lechuza. **  1608, Quevedo y 

Villegas, Francisco de;   Sueño del Infierno;  ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; 

James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 
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(19)   Sí, carísimos lectores; como si harta no fuese para roer y podrir á la 

humanidad la polilla de los cucos, plugo á Dios castigarnos con la carcoma de 

las cucas. **  1843 – 1844, Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel;  Opúsculos en prosa; 

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato breve culto;  Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 1884 

Other hypothetical 

(20)   ¡Pluguiesse a Dios, avnque fuesse luego mi muerte, que vn momento sola 

contigo me viesse;**  1548, Segura, Juan de;  Proceso de cartas de amores;  

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;   Eugenio Alonso, El 

archipiélago (Madrid), 1980 

 

(21)   sus favorecidos, es hoy un azote con que no debiera castigar sino a los 

malvados. ¿Qué es un hijo?  **  c 1771, Cadalso, José;  Noches lúgubres; 

ESPAÑA;  12.Otras formas;  Joaquín Arce, Cátedra (Madrid), 1993 

Verbs coded under the como subcategory are those which are in clauses introduced by 

como which tends to introduce hypothetical conditional clauses, and to serve as a 

relative adverb of manner indicating clauses of manner when followed by the 

subjunctive (Gili 67-68). 

Como 

(22)  El qual halló las armas y el cavallo en el jardín, como la otra vez hallara. **  

1509, Anónimo;  La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo;  
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ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Nieves Baranda, 

Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(23)  DESQUE el conde se vido en Castilla, embió demandar al rey don Sancho el 

aver que le devía del açor y del cavallo que le avía vendido, y el rey no le 

respondió como quisiera.  **  c 1500, Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el 

conde Fernán Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similaresos Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

The third variable is the contrasting structure variable which includes the 

following subcategories: none, contrasting structure, same structure present, and both 

contrasting and same structures present.  This variable was coded as it may indicate 

whether the horror aequi principle is applicable in the selection of -se or -ra forms.  The 

horror aequi principle is described as a “widespread (and presumably universal) 

tendency to avoid the use of formally (near-) identical and (near-) adjacent (non-

coordinate) grammatical elements or structures” (Rohdenburg 236, cf. with 

Szmrecsanyi).  This horror aequi principle may also provide information regarding 

whether free variation or complementary meaning of the -se and -ra forms is involved in 

the selection process.  If the horror aequi principle appears to play a role in the 

morpheme selection, this implies that the morpheme selection is based on free 

variation or linguistic sound, possibly priming to decrease the cognitive load in the same 

structure present subcategory, rather than complementary meaning (cf. with horror 
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aequi in Gries and Hilpert, and priming in Pickering and Branigan).  The none 

subcategory indicates that there are no -se or -ra verb forms present in adjacent 

conjugated verbs in the same clause or in an adjacent clause.   

None 

(24)   Si fueras emperador de medio mundo..., con el imperio de todo el 

universo, ¿qué podrías darme que me hiciese feliz? ¿Empleos, dignidades, 

rentas?   **  c 1771, Cadalso, José;  Noches lúgubres; ESPAÑA;  12.Otras formas; 

Joaquín Arce, Cátedra (Madrid), 1993 

 

(25)   resolvió que no se hiciese novedad. Después, por lo molesto que era para 

los reyes la representación de los dos autos en una tarde,   **  1835,  

Mesonero Romanos, Ramón de;  Escenas de 1835 [Panorama matritense 

(primera serie 1832-1835)];  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato breve culto;  Biblioteca Virtual 

Miguel de Cervantes, Universidad de Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

The subcategory contrasting structure present consists of the verb token that has a 

conjugated verb form of -se or -ra in the same clause or in an adjacent clause, which 

contrasts the reference verb token in question.  The underlined verb is the verb token 

being coded. 

Contrasting Structure Present 
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(26)  Ca su madre lo informó de todo ello, y diole la media sortija que el padre le 

dexara en señal, porque con ella lo conosciesse.  **  c 1500, Anónimo; 

La crónica del noble cavallero el conde Fernán Gonçales;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato 

extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 

1995 

 

(27)  Si un hombre fuera precisamente tan avisado que pudiese ocultar que 

estaba loco, podría volver loco al mundo entero. **  1931 – 1933, Unamuno, 

Miguel de;  San Manuel Bueno, mártir;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y 

otras formas similares;   Víctor García de la Concha, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1991 

The subcategory same structure present consists of the verb token that has a conjugated 

verb form of -se or -ra as well as another conjugated -se or -ra verb form in the same 

clause or in an adjacent clause, which has a termination similar to the reference verb 

token in that it ends in a -se or -ra personal form. 

Same Structure Present 

(28)   respondió el truhán:  -¿A qué puerta llamara vuestra Alteza, que no le 

respondieran?  **  1562 – 1569, Timoneda, Juan de;  El sobremesa y alivio de 

caminantes;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato breve tradicional;   María Pilar Cuartero; 

Maxime Chevalier, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1990 
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(29)  y este día se hiciesen los dos al Consejo, dando principio la compañía que el 

día antecedente representó en Palacio, y el mismo día al Consejo de Aragón, y 

que si el Consejo de Inquisición quisiese autos se le representasen por la 

mañana, **  1835, Mesonero Romanos, Ramón de;  Escenas de 1835 [Panorama 

matritense (primera serie 1832-1835)];   ESPAÑA;  12.Relato breve culto;  

Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, Universidad de Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

The both contrasting and same structures present subcategory indicates that the 

reference token verb has both a neighboring verb which contrasts the form of -se or -ra 

in the same or adjacent clause, as well as a neighboring verb which has a similar -se or -

ra morpheme (whether the personal form is the same or not) to the reference token in 

the same or adjacent clause. 

Both contrasting and same structure present 

(30) No niego que eché a la calle algunas ideas mal vestidas; pero como 

trabajaba con precisión, las miraba con asco, sin valerles la recomendación de 

propias; que si yo tuviera otra capellanía, sujetara la pluma a la razón y no 

saliera de mi fantasía idea que no la castigase el entendimiento antes que 

vocería de los críticos. Pero yo, amigo, solo voy a llenar papel; **  1725,            

Torres Villarroel, Diego de;  Correo del otro mundo;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares;   Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 

2000 
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The fourth variable examined is the pluperfect variable.  This variable has two 

possible classifications:  whether the token verb featuring the -se or -ra morpheme is 

classified as either the imperfect subjunctive or the pluperfect subjunctive. 

Imperfect Subjunctive  

(31)   Juzgo que fuera acertado el que a esta salida fueran sólo hombres 

acertado el que a esta salida fueran sólo hombres un día y otro mujeres; pues así 

se evitaran muchas ofensas que se hacen a Dios.  **  1665, Santos, Francisco;  

Las tarascas de Madrid;  ESPAÑA;  Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares;  Milagros Navarro Pérez, Instituto de estudios madrileños (Madrid), 

1976 

(32)     COMO el duque estuviesse en contina tristeza, estavan assimesmo sus 

cavalleros muy descontentos, los quales, como siempre pensassen en darle 

placer, por apartarle del tan crescido pensamiento, le rogaron un día que fuesse 

a caça. **  1509, Anónimo;  La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo;  

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;   Nieves Baranda, 

Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

Pluperfect subjunctive 

(33)  Hubiera podido comparársela con Pamplona esperando un bombardeo. **  

1874, Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de;  El sombrero de tres picos;  
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ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Eva F. Florensa, 

Crítica (Barcelona), 1993 

 

(34)   si fuera perro, ya te hubiera mordido. ALONSO ¡Oh, cuánto polvo tiene esta 

capa! **  1599, Anónimo;  Diálogos de John Minsheu; 

ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso diálogo;  Miguel Marañón Ripoll y Lola Montero 

Reguera, Centro Virtual Cervantes (Alcalá de Henares), 2004 

The fifth variable is that of time coded in century increments from the sixteenth 

through the twentieth centuries.  This variable serves as an overarching element in this 

study with which all other variables are interacted.  Chapters 3 and 4 offer close 

examinations of the interactions of the main effects with the time variable. 

The sixth variable is the periphrastic variable in which the verb is classified as 

either periphrastic or non-periphrastic.  The periphrastic verbs consist of a conjugated 

verb in addition to a non personal auxiliary verb, whereas the non-periphrastic verbs 

consist of only the conjugated verb. 

Non-periphrastic 

(35)  no tenían consigo más de dozientos cavalleros que los ayudassen, y que 

acatassen en todas maneras cómo los matasen a todos.  **  c 1500,  

Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el conde Fernán Gonçales;  ESPAÑA;      

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Nieves Baranda, Turner 

Libros (Madrid), 1995 
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(36)  ¿Quién lo creyera? ¡Tales han sido para mí!  **  c 1771, Cadalso, José.    

Noches lúgubres;  ESPAÑA;  12.Otras formas;  Joaquín Arce, Cátedra (Madrid), 

1993 

Periphrastic 

(37)  Y don Rodrigo metióse en celada con todos los suyos y mandó a los siete 

infantes que fuessen correr el campo.  **  c 1500, Anónimo;  La crónica del noble 

cavallero el conde Fernán Gonçales;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares;  Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(38)   Sepa vuestra merced que si ese veneno lo hubiera tenido yo por saludable 

no me faltara maña para verterlo por mi era; **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego 

de;  Correo del otro mundo;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares;  Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

The current study is bound by the constraints and limitations of working with 

historical texts.  Geographical information would be beneficial in terms of the area of 

Spain from which the different authors, some of whom are anonymous, originate; 

however, this information is not provided in CORDE.  Consideration of the gender of the 

author as a variable would have been beneficial as well.  However, not all the texts were 

tagged for authorship in CORDE, and some were designated as written by anonymous 
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authors. This investigation also includes a random variable in the data model which is 

the author identification, also labeled as subject identification, which may account for 

variation between the different authors.  Each text was coded as specific to a certain 

author, and no named authors were repeated so as not to overrepresent any particular 

author.  It is assumed that no anonymous authors were repeated; however, repetition 

remains a possibility due to the limitations of working with historical records as the 

same anonymous author may have penned multiple texts. 

All the sample sentences collected from the historical texts were coded and 

tabulated in an Excel spreadsheet in which each column represented a different 

variable.  The following are some sample annotated sentences demonstrating how each 

variable was coded:  

(39) Tampoco áun los ménos instruidos necesitan que yo les diga de dónde vino 

que aquel pueblo, de Dios un dia, y dejado despues de la mano de Dios por lo 

que ningún cristiano ignora, santificase el sábado, ni con qué ritos lo santificaba. 

**  1843 – 1844, Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel;  Opúsculos en prosa; ESPAÑA;  

12.Relato breve culto;  Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 1884 

Annotation: 

Author ID: 19, Protasis/Apodosis: neither, Ind/Dep: Independent, Contrasting 

Structure:none, Pluperfect: imperfect subjunctive, Se/ra:se, Century:1800, Periphrastic: 

not periphrastic 
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Table 2.2 
Sample Variable Annotation of Text Sample, part I 

 

(40)  y entonces parece otro mundo Madrid, como goza sosiego, pero los 

poderosos sienten mucho este tiempo, por parecerles que se iguala con ellos el 

pobre, pues aun si pudieran excusar el sueño, lo hicieran, por no igualarse 

aquellas horas, como se igualan todos; **  1665, Santos, Francisco; Las tarascas 

de Madrid;  ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  

Milagros Navarro Pérez, Instituto de estudios madrileños (Madrid), 1976 

Annotation: 

Author ID: 12, Protasis/Apodosis: apodosis, Ind/Dep: independent, Contrasting 

Structure: Same structure present, Pluperfect: imperfect subjunctive, Se/ra: ra, Century: 

1600, Periphrastic: non-periphrastic 

Category Annotation 

Author ID 19 

Protasis/Apodosis neither 

Independent/Dependent Clause independent clause 

Contrasting Structure none 

Pluperfect Variable imperfect subjunctive 

-se/-ra -se 

Century 1800’s 

Periphrastic non-periphrastic 
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Table 2.3 
Sample Variable Annotation of Text Sample, part II 

 
2.4. Analysis  

A multifactorial statistical analysis was conducted by inputting variable data into 

a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) which is a recent sophisticated analytical tool 

more typically used in such fields as ecology and psycholinguistics, but well suited for 

linguistics.  It is particularly well suited for corpus linguistics, since it analyzes categorical 

data and can take into account random variables such as the authors from whose texts 

the data is collected (Gries, The most underused 97, cf. with Zuur et al.).  A generalized 

linear model allows for the outcome variable to have a distribution other than the 

normal distribution expected by a general linear model.  This study has an outcome or 

target variable which is binary: -se or -ra.  Thus the distribution for the model is a 

binomial distribution.  The GLMM selected is specifically a binary logistic model with a 

random effect.  GLMMs utilize a logit link to transform the outcome variable so that it 

can be modeled as a linear function of the predictor variables (Heck et al. 81).  The 

Author ID 12 

Protasis/Apodosis apodosis 

Independent/Dependent Clause independent clause 

Contrasting Structure same structure present 

Pluperfect Variable imperfect subjunctive 

-se/-ra -ra 

Century 1600’s 

Periphrastic non-periphrastic 
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GLMM includes fixed effects, or predictor variables, along with the random effect which 

makes a mixed model appropriate for this investigation.  This type of model allows the 

input of multiple predictor or independent variables.  The predictor variables, however, 

are not truly independent since tokens are grouped according to the contributing 

author.  Thus the random effect of author ID is an appropriate solution to the violation 

of the assumption of independent variables characteristic of linear regression models.  

Though it is difficult to include all possible predictors in a model, models of good 

fit provide insight into the explanatory factors related to the diachronic linguistic change 

in question.  The statistical software package IBM SPSS was utilized to run the data, 

which was imported from a conglomerate spreadsheet, and to produce multiple models 

in order to ascertain the most adequate model.  The model specifications designated in 

SPSS is a GLMM with fixed effects, including the main effects, as well as the interaction 

of the main effects with the time variable.  The model specifications include 

Satterthwaite degrees of freedom which is suitable for unbalanced cells, and robust 

covariance for tests of fixed effects and coefficients.  

This chapter has detailed the methodology and type of model used for 

determining predictors significant to the selection of the target variable: either -se or -ra 

morphemes.  The following chapter will detail an overview of the diachronic emphasis 

of this study resulting from the minimally adequate good fit model.  Frequencies and 

se/ra distributions throughout the centuries will be assessed, and predicted 

probabilities of the selection of either -se or -ra will be closely examined as they relate 

to the interaction of the variable of time with the rest of the main effect variables.  
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3. Analysis Overview-Diachronic Emphasis 

This chapter gives a general overview of the observed and relative frequencies of 

the -se and -ra tokens over the span of the five centuries, collected from the narrative 

texts selected for study.  Section 3.1 contains an overview of the frequency data.  

Section 3.2 discusses the predicted probabilities of the interactions of the time variable 

with the other variables of this study as predictors in the selection of -se or -ra forms.  

The predicted probability indicates the final model’s prediction of how probable the 

selection of either -se or -ra is in a particular century, given that century’s interaction 

with the variable in question. 

3.1. Frequencies Overview 

The following section gives an overview of the frequency data collected in this 

investigation with regards to overall frequency of -se and -ra usage as well as the usage 

of the different personal forms of both -se and -ra.  Table 3.1 shows the observed token 

frequencies of the -se and -ra forms encountered in the texts as well as their relative 

frequency. 
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Table 3.1 
Absolute and relative Frequencies for all personal forms of -se- /-ra- over time 

 

Table 3.1 shows the following key points of interest: 1) the relative decrease of the use 

of -se, 2) relative increase of use of -ra, 3) the accentuated numbers of the eighteenth 

century, and 4) the seemingly overall decrease of the use of -se and -ra.  First, we see 

the relative use of -se decrease through the centuries.  The sixteenth century shows a 

relative frequency of use of -se of 69.89%.  This seventeenth century decreases to a 

relative frequency of 62.30% then decreases dramatically into the eighteenth century 

relative frequency of 27.39%.  Though the relative frequency of -se increases from 

27.39% in the eighteenth century to 51.09% in the nineteenth century, the overall  

downward relative trend continues in the nineteenth century when considering the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 69.89% and 62.30% respectively.  This downward 

trend continues into the twentieth century at 46.92% relative use of -se. Second, in 

tandem with the relative decrease of -se from the sixteenth century to the twentieth 

century, the relative use of -ra increases during the same time period. The sixteenth 

Year Absolute 
frequency 

-se- 

Relative 
frequency -

se- 

Absolute 
frequency -

ra- 

Relative 
frequency -

ra- 

Total 
absolute 

frequency 

Total 

1500-
1599 

673 69.89% 290 30.11% 963 100% 

1600-
1699 

385 62.30% 233 37.70% 618 100% 

1700-
1799 

106 27.39% 281 72.61% 387 100% 

1800-
1899 

164 51.09% 157 48.91% 321 100% 

1900-
1975 

175 46.92% 198 53.08% 373 100% 
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century shows a relative use of -ra of 30.11%.  The relative use of -ra increases to 

37.70% in the seventeenth century, then spikes dramatically to 72.61% in the 

eighteenth century. Though the relative use of -ra decreases from the eighteenth 

century to the nineteenth century, 72.61% to 48.91% respectively, the overall upward 

relative trend continues into the twentieth century at 53.08%.  Upon examination of the 

data of table 3.1 we see that the relative use of -se and the relative use of -ra exhibit 

similarly progressing patterns but in reverse order.  This leads to the third point of an 

additional shared similarity which are the spikes in the shifts of both -se and -ra in the 

eighteenth century.  These shifts are attributable to the pre-romanticism period in 

Spain.  Wright states   

The Romantic movement, which effected a general revolution in the literatures 

of Europe, is remembered not only for the forward- looking spirit of its 

proponents, but also for their return to the Middle Ages for material and 

inspiration.  In the case of Spain, these liberals, most of whom were exiled until 

1833, reached out into other literatures, and sought new modes of expression 

(such as unusual metrical schemes), while at the same time gaining a renewed 

interest in their own ancient ballads and other Old Spanish monuments.  They 

kept groping for the unusual.  Accordingly, it is natural to expect that, along with 

the themes and motives of their ancient literature, they should accept and put to 

use the constructions and verb forms which were found employed in these gems 

of Spanish, particularly when these were new to them and served to lend an 
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antique flavor to their mode of expression. And this indeed proved to be the 

case.  (The indicative function of the -ra form 271) 

Thus writers’ gravitation toward less common constructions would explain the increased 

concentration of the -ra form during the eighteenth century considering that the -se 

form was more prevalent in the seventeenth century (62.30% -se, 37.70% -ra).  When 

the novelty of pre-romanticism wore off, the use of -ra resumed the gradual upward 

trend and the use of -se resumed the gradual downward trend.  Fourth, the frequency 

of use of -se and -ra collected overall from 6 authors per century decreased.  This is 

evident, for example, in the overall comparison of absolute frequency for -se in the 

sixteenth century 673 to the nineteenth century 164.  The overall decrease in absolute 

frequencies is also evident in -ra with an absolute frequency of 290 in the sixteenth 

century and 157 in the nineteenth century.  The decrease in the absolute numbers of -se 

and -ra is indicative of an overall decrease in the use of the -se and -ra forms with the 

passage of time.  The overall decrease is particularly evident in the -se form in which the 

absolute number frequency in the sixteenth century 673 decreases to 385 in the 

following century, albeit -se exhibited a general downward trend in the relative 

frequency.  Figure 3.1 shows the relative frequency of both -se and -ra forms  
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Figure 3.1 Relative frequencies of total of all personal forms of -se-/-ra-  

 

graphically.  In the sixteenth century the -se forms lead in relative frequency compared 

to -ra forms.  In the seventeenth century the use of -se decreased as the relative use of -

ra increased.  Upon examination of -se and -ra over time, two trends are evident.  One 

trend is the decrease of the use of -se while the relative use of -ra steadily increases.  

The exception to the trend is the eighteenth century in which the use of -ra forms spikes 

in comparison to the general trend of a steady increase in -ra.  Similarly, the relative use 

of the -se forms decreases drastically in the same time period compared to the general 

trend of steady decrease in the use of -se.  After the eighteenth century, -ra forms 

resume the general trend of steady increase from the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  The marked surgence of -ra in 

the eighteenth century coincides with pre-romanticism (Wright, -ra Verb Form, 102), the 

literary time period at the end of the century characterized by emotion in response to 
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the previous Enlightenment period which was dominated by reason. The trend observed 

in the frequency of personal forms for all the centuries is that the -se form has the 

majority of the usage each century, distantly followed by the third person plural -sen 

form (see table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2 
Absolute and relative frequencies of all personal forms of -se- per century 

 

Table 3.3 shows the personal forms for the -ra verbs. 

                                                      

4
 Combines first and third person singular 

Year 1500-1599 1600-1699 1700-1799 1800-1899 1900-1975 

Se 4 
Absolute frequency 

540 287 76 115 131 

Se 
Relative frequency 

80.24% 74.55% 71.70% 70.12% 74.86% 

Ses 
Absolute frequency 

5 7 8 0 3 

ses  
Relative frequency 

0.74% 1.82% 7.55% 0.00% 1.71% 

semos 
Absolute frequency 

5 6 0 0 4 

semos 
Relative frequency 

0.74% 1.56% 0.00% 0.00% 2.29% 

seis 
Absolute frequency 

0 0 0 0 0 

seis 
Relative frequency 

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

sen 
Absolute frequency 

123 85 22 49 37 

sen 
Relative frequency 

18.28% 22.08% 20.75% 29.88% 21.14% 

Total -se- 673 385 106 164 175 

Total se forms 
Relative frequency 

100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
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Table 3.3 
Absolute and relative frequencies of all personal -ra- forms per century 

 

The general trend is that -ra is the most frequently used form of all the personal forms 

for the 5 centuries.  This is distantly followed by the third person plural -ran form, 

analogous to the relative frequency of the -sen form relative to the frequency of -se. 

  

                                                      

5
 Combines first and third person singular 

Year 1500-1599 1600-1699 1700-1799 1800-1899 1900-1975 

ra5 
Absolute frequency 

254 182 206 106 145 

ra 
Relative frequency 

87.59% 78.11% 73.31% 67.52% 73.23% 

ras 
Absolute frequency 

4 3 26 4 3 

ras 
Relative frequency 

1.38% 1.29% 9.25% 2.55% 1.52% 

ramos 
Absolute frequency 

4 3 3 10 2 

ramos 
Relative frequency 

1.38% 1.29% 1.07% 6.37% 1.01% 

rais 
Absolute frequency 

0 0 9 0 0 

rais 
Relative frequency 

0.00% 0.00% 3.20% 0.00% 0.00% 

ran 
Absolute frequency 

28 45 37 37 48 

ran 
Relative frequency 

9.66% 19.31% 13.17% 23.57% 24.24% 

Total Absolute 
frequency 

290 233 281 157 198 

Total ra forms 
Relative frequency 

100.00% 
 

100.00% 
 

100.00% 
 

100.00% 
 

100.00% 
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3.2. Variable and time interactions  

Among the main effects which will be examined later, time is an overarching 

factor in the selection of -se or -ra.  The interactions of time, in the form of century 

intervals, with the other independent variables were examined to determine if these 

interactions play a role in the selection of the dependent variable of -se or -ra forms.   

Each of the following variables was interacted with time: independent/dependent 

phrases, pluperfect, contrasting structures, periphrastic structures and 

protasis/apodosis.  The following interactions are shown to be insignificant: 

Century X Periphrastic (p ≈.289) 

Century X Pluperfect (p ≈.200) 

The following interactions with the century variable (i.e. time) are significant: century X 

contrasting structure (p <.001), century X protasis/apodosis (p <.001), and century X 

independent/dependent (p ≈.009).  Operating with the framework of diachronic 

probability in mind, the levels of predicted probability above .5 indicate a greater 

likelihood of the selection of -ra, whereas those less than .5 indicate a greater likelihood 

of the selection of -se.  The first interaction we will examine is century X contrasting 

structure.   

3.2.1. Century X Contrasting Structure (p < 0.001)  

The mean predicted probability of -ra when the contrasting structure is present 

(i.e. both the -ra form and -se form are present in two neighboring structures) vacillates 

with a spike in the eighteenth century (see fig. 3.2).   
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Figure 3.2 Mean predicted probability of -ra forms for the interaction between Century 
and Contrasting Structure Variables  

 

It should be noted that there were few tokens with a contrasting structure in a 

neighboring phrase, as well as with both contrasting and same structures in close 

proximity, 3.7% and .4% respectively, as evident in table 3.4 and depicted in figures 3.3 

and 3.4.  The bulk of the tokens in the contrasting structure category were classified 

under no other se/ra forms present (65.7%), which means that there were no other verb 

forms containing -se or -ra in neighboring structures.  This factor shows a preference for 
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selecting -se in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with a shift towards a marked 

increase in the probability of selecting -ra in the eighteenth century.  The probability of  

Table 3.4 
Century X Contrasting Structure Crosstabulation 

 

-ra decreases comparatively in the nineteenth century (nearly equal to the probability of 

-se) and the twentieth century but still shows an overall increase relative to the 

sixteenth century and seventeenth century probabilities.  The same structure present 

 

Contrasting Structure 

Total 

No other 
se/ra 
forms 

Contrasting 
structure 
present 

Same 
structure 
present 

Both contrasting 
and same 

structures present 

Century 1500-
1599 

Count 592 9 362 0 963 

% within 
Century 

61.5% 0.9% 37.6% 0.0% 100.0% 

1600-
1699 

Count 362 1 252 3 618 

% within 
Century 

58.6% 0.2% 40.8% 0.5% 100.0% 

1700-
1799 

Count 253 15 117 2 387 

% within 
Century 

65.4% 3.9% 30.2% 0.5% 100.0% 

1800-
1899 

Count 257 32 31 1 321 

% within 
Century 

80.1% 10.0% 9.7% 0.3% 100.0% 

1900-
1975 

Count 284 41 44 4 373 

% within 
Century 

76.1% 11.0% 11.8% 1.1% 100.0% 

Total Count 1748 98 806 10 2662 

% within 
Century 

65.7% 3.7% 30.3% 0.4% 100.0% 
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factor accounts for 30.3% of the contrasting structure category with a sharp increase in 

the predicted probability of selecting -ra in the eighteenth century followed by a sharp  

 

Figure 3.3 Absolute frequencies of Contrasting Structure variables per century 

 

dip, indicating a greater probability of selecting -se in the nineteenth century.  These 

same trends are also evidenced in table 3.5 which shows the -se and -ra frequencies per 

contrasting variable subcategories.  Comparing the relative total percentages of the 

contrasting structure present  (3.7%) and the same structure present (30.3%) overall 

suggests that generally there is an inclination for consistency in verb form, without the 

need to contrast neighboring verb forms in order to avoid a sense of redundancy, 
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especially in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries.  Further examination shows 

that the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have almost equal levels of contrasting 

usage as well as same structure usage, suggesting that such an effort to avoid redundant 

structures started to come into play in the nineteenth century and continued at a similar 

level in the twentieth century.  This data suggests that while redundancy in verb form 

was common in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, the introduction of the horror 

aequi principle may have taken effect in the nineteenth century.  This calls into question 

a previously presumed universality of the horror aequi principle (cf. Rhodenburg 236).  

Figure 3.4 depicts the relative frequencies of the contrasting structure variables per 

century in graphical form. 

 

Figure 3.4 Relative frequencies of Contrasting Structure variables per century 
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The following table 3.5 shows a breakdown of the -se/-ra forms of the contrasting 

structure variable per century. 

Table 3.5 
Se and Ra forms per Contrasting Structure Variable per century 

 

  

Century 

1500-
1599 

1600-
1699 

1700-
1799 

1800-
1899 

1900-
1975 

Contrasting 
Structure 

No other se/ra 
forms 

Se/Ra Se Count 444 253 82 121 122 

Row N 
% 

75.0% 69.9% 32.4% 47.1% 43.0% 

Ra Count 148 109 171 136 162 

Row N 
% 

25.0% 30.1% 67.6% 52.9% 57.0% 

Sub-
total 

Count 592 362 253 257 284 

Row N 
% 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Contrasting 
structure present 

Se/Ra Se Count 4 1 8 16 24 

Row N 
% 

44.4% 100.0% 53.3% 50.0% 58.5% 

Ra Count 5 0 7 16 17 

Row N 
% 

55.6% 0.0% 46.7% 50.0% 41.5% 

Sub-
total 

Count 9 1 15 32 41 

Row N 
% 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Same structure 
present 

Se/Ra Se Count 225 131 15 26 28 

Row N 
% 

62.2% 52.0% 12.8% 83.9% 63.6% 

Ra Count 137 121 102 5 16 

Row N 
% 

37.8% 48.0% 87.2% 16.1% 36.4% 

Sub-
total 

Count 362 252 117 31 44 

Row N 
% 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Both contrasting 
and same 

structures present 

Se/Ra Se Count 0 0 1 1 1 

Row N 
% 

0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 100.0% 25.0% 

Ra Count 0 3 1 0 3 

Row N 
% 

0.0% 100.0% 50.0% 0.0% 75.0% 

Sub-
total 

Count 0 3 2 1 4 

Row N 
% 

0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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The following are examples of the contrasting structure variable. 

 

Both contrasting and same forms present 

(41)   sujetara la pluma a la razón y no saliera de mi fantasía idea que no la 

castigase el entendimiento antes que vocería de los críticos.  **  1725, Torres 

Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y 

otras formas similares; Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

(42)  "¡Ay, si pudiese cambiar el agua toda de nuestro lago en vino, no, en un 

vinillo que por mucho que de él se bebiera alegrara siempre sin emborracharse 

nunca... o por lo menos con una borrachera alegre!".  **  1931 – 1933,     

Unamuno, Miguel de; San Manuel Bueno, mártir; ESPAÑA;  12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Víctor García de la Concha, Espasa-Calpe 

(Madrid), 1991 

In example (41) saliera contrasts with the -se lemma in castigase but has the -ra lemma 

similar to that of sujetara.  Similarly in example (42) bebiera has a similar structure to 

alegrara but a contrasting structure to that of pudiese. 

Same structures present 

Same structure present X 1500’s (se 62.2%, ra 37.8%) 

(43)   pero que en su poder estava, que fiziesse della lo que quisiesse **  c 1500, 

Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el conde Fernán Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 
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12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros 

(Madrid), 1995 

(44) mas valdría que me lo auisasses que no me truxesses dubdoso.  **  1548, 

Segura, Juan de; Proceso de cartas de amores; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio Alonso, El archipiélago (Madrid), 1980 

Example (43) shows 2 similar structures in fiziesse (modern day hiciese) and quisiesse in 

near proximity to one another.  Similarly, example (44) shows parallel structures in 

avisasses and truxesses. 

Same structure present X 1600’s (52% se, 48% ra) 

(45)   En las dos mulas  rucias que sabes que tengo mías, la dotara de buena 

gana, si me la quisieran dar por mujer; **  1613, Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de; 

La ilustre fregona [Novelas ejemplares]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; 

Florencio Sevilla Arroyo; Antonio Rey Hazas, Centro de Estudios Cervantinos 

(Alcalá de Henares), 1994 

 

(46)   echóles Dios su bendición, dándoles distinto y naturaleza, para que 

creciesen y multiplicasen;  **  1665, Santos, Francisco; Las tarascas de Madrid; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Milagros Navarro 

Pérez, Instituto de estudios madrileños (Madrid), 1976 
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In example (45), the two forms of the imperfect subjunctive dotara and quisieran are 

considered the same structure even if they differ in personal form since they share the 

same morpheme, in this case -ra. Example (46) displays parallel structures in the third 

person plural form. 

Same structure present X 1700’s (12.8% se, 87.2% ra) 

(47)   Los gloriosos, no lo fueran si desperdiciaran  el alma a otro recreo que el 

de la hermosa beatífica visión. **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del 

otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Manuel 

María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

 

(48)   ¡Pobre niña! decia: mas valiera que hubiera caído en las garras de las 

bestias feroces, **  1799, Gutiérrez, Luis; Cornelia Bororquia. Historia verídica de 

la Judith española; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares 

Juan Ignacio Ferreras, Ediciones Vosa (Madrid), 1994 

Examples (47) and (48) are representative of the seventeenth century in which -ra 

dominated same structure usage.  In example (47), the third person plural is the parallel 

structure.  The same structure usage also includes parallel forms regardless of whether 

one form is imperfect subjunctive and the other is pluperfect subjunctive, as is the case 

in example (48). 
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Same structure present X 1800’s (83.9% se, 16.1% ra) 

(49)  este día se hiciesen los dos al Consejo, dando principio la compañía que el 

día antecedente representó en Palacio, y el mismo día al Consejo de Aragón, y 

que si el Consejo de Inquisición quisiese autos se le representasen por la 

mañana,  **  1835, Mesonero Romanos, Ramón de; Escenas de 1835 [Panorama 

matritense (primera serie 1832-1835)]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; 

Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, Universidad de Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

 

(50)   tenían mucho placer en que aquella casa fuese la primera en que pusiese 

los pies.  **  1825, Blanco White, José María; Intrigas venecianas o Fray Gregorio 

de Jerusalén. Ensayo de; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares; Ignacio Prat, Labor (Barcelona), 1975 

The eighteenth century shifts from the seventeenth century with regards to frequency 

of form usage from a majority of -ra usage to a majority of -se usage in the same 

structure present category as shown in examples (49) and (50). 

Same structure present X 1900’s (63.6% se, 36.4% ra) 

(51)   El fraile la guardó en silencio, y fuese después de ofrecerme su cama para 

que descabezase  **  1905, Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. 

Memorias del Marqués de Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Leda Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 
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(52)  que no podía encontrarse el pretexto que Carlos buscaba para que Rosa 

emprendiese un viaje que la librase de la presencia del autor de sus días, y que 

Robliza tenía por fuerza que descubrirlo todo... **  c 1920, Cavestany, Juan 

Antonio; Los millones de la yanqui; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Prensa Popular (Madrid), 1920 

Example (51) shows the same structure present in verbs in close proximity with one 

being in a result clause, descabezase.  Example (52) shows parallel structures between 

two verbs emprendiese and librase, which fall within a result clause with the second 

verb being within a dependent phrase in the result clause. 

Contrasting Structure Present 

Contrasting Structure Present X 1500’s (44.4% se, 55.6% ra) 

The contrasting structure present exhibits contrasting morphemes, with one verb using 

the -se morpheme and the other verb using the -ra morpheme. 

(53)   y diole la media sortija que el padre le dexara en señal, porque con ella lo 

conosciesse.   **  c 1500, Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el conde 

Fernán Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; 

Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 
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(54)    y pues le siguieran en lo uno, le siguiessen en lo otro.  **  1509, Anónimo; 

La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

Contrasting Structure Present X 1600’s (100% se, 0% ra) 

(55)   mal pleito tendrá cuando aunque quisiera y pudiera abogar por sí, de 

modo que fuese creído, no podrá por ir pregonando su misma alma en lo que se 

empleó viviendo. **  1665; Santos, Francisco; Las tarascas de Madrid; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Milagros Navarro Pérez, 

Instituto de estudios madrileños (Madrid), 1976 

Contrasting Structure Present X 1700’s (53.3% se, 46.7% ra) 

(56)   Si no tuviese miedo de malgastar estas pocas horas, las más preciosas demi 

vida, y tal vez las últimas de ella, te contara con gusto cosas capaces de 

sosegarte...;   **  c 1771, Cadalso, José; Noches lúgubres; ESPAÑA; 12.Otras 

formas; Joaquín Arce, Cátedra (Madrid), 1993 

 

(57)   Bien quisiera engañarme: ¡Ojala que así fuese!  **  1799, Gutiérrez, Luis 

Cornelia Bororquia. Historia verídica de la Judith española; ESPAÑA;  

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Juan Ignacio Ferreras, 

Ediciones Vosa (Madrid), 1994 
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Example (56) shows that both contrasting verbs have the same subject. 

Contrasting Structure Present X 1800’s (50% se, 50% ra) 

(57)  - mas si, por el contrario, le sobrase y no supiera en qué emplearlo, podrá 

escoger cualquiera de las ocasiones que se presentan todos los días de casas que 

se reedifican, **  1835, Mesonero Romanos, Ramón de; Escenas de 1835 

[Panorama matritense (primera serie 1832-1835)]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve 

culto; Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, Universidad de Alicante (Alicante), 

2003 

 

(58)  como si la pasión renaciente la ablandase a su pesar, con ojos bajos, cual si 

quisiera ocultar las lágrimas que empezaban a llenarlos, **  1825, Blanco White, 

José María; Intrigas venecianas o Fray Gregorio de Jerusalén. Ensayo de; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Ignacio Prat, Labor 

(Barcelona), 1975 

Example (57) shows an example of contrasting verbs in very close proximity and 

example (58) is an example of contrasting verbs though there is a brief parenthetical 

clause “con ojos bajos” set off by commas separating the two verbs. 

Contrasting Structure Present X 1900’s (58.5% se, 41.5% ra) 

(59)  Y si yo fuese tan cobarde que volviera a llamarte, tú no vendrías. **  1905, 

Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. Memorias del Marqués de 
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Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Leda 

Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

 

(60)  señalándomela dijo: "Mira, parece como si se hubiera acabado el tiempo, 

como si esa zagala hubiese estado ahí siempre, **  1931 – 1933, Unamuno, 

Miguel de; San Manuel Bueno, mártir; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Víctor García de la Concha, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1991 

Example (60) displays both of the 2 types of pluperfect subjunctive variants of haber in 

hubiera acabado and hubiese estado, both in consecutive como si clauses. 

 

No other se/ra forms present 

No other se/ra forms X 1500s (75% se, 25% ra) 

(61)  QUANDO Roberto tuvo siete años, el buen duque su padre, siendo 

informado de su vida, pensó emendar en él por doctrina lo que de naturaleza 

heredara; mas no pudo dotrina ni consejo, ni menos castigo, hazer operación en 

él hasta que de la gracia de Dios fue inspirado.  **  1509, Anónimo; 

La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 
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(62)    esas mesmas han tenido fuerza para conmigo, en que me dispusiese a 

componer el libro presente, dicho Sobremesa y Alivio de caminantes, en el cual 

se contienen diversos y graciosos cuentos, afables dichos, y muy sentenciosos. 

**  1562 – 1569, Timoneda, Juan de; El sobremesa y alivio de caminantes; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve tradicional; María Pilar Cuartero; Maxime Chevalier, 

Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1990 

In example (61), the 2 verb forms surrounding the reference word heredara, pensó and 

pudo, are not -se or -ra forms and as a result falls into the category no other -se/ra 

forms.  Example (62) displays the 2 conjugated verb forms in close proximity to the 

reference word dispusiese as han tenido and contienen. 

No other se/ra forms X 1600’s (69.9% se, 30.1% ra) 

(63)   Y quièn sino vn Capon pudiera condenarse por lleuar las bolsas?   **  1608, 

Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; Sueño del Infierno; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve 

culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 

 

(64)   También le despertó en Carriazo; pero no de manera que no desease más 

llegar a sus almadrabas que detenerse a ver las pirámides de Egipto, o otra de las 

siete maravillas, o todas juntas. **  1613, Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de; La 

ilustre fregona [Novelas ejemplares]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Florencio 

Sevilla Arroyo; Antonio Rey Hazas, Centro de Estudios Cervantinos (Alcalá de 

Henares), 1994 
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Example (64) shows one conjugated verb despertó in a neighboring clause. 

No other se/ra forms X 1700’s (32.4% se, 67.6% ra) 

(65)   Yo me he compadecido de que pierda el talento y no le aplique, ya que ha 

dado por esta facultad, a escribir siquiera cada año un tomito de las treinta y dos 

ciencias matemáticas, que esta tarea solo le ganara la inmortalidad.  Y olvide 

metáforas y coplas;  **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro 

mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Manuel 

María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

 

(66)   Concluído el refresco se siguió un rato de diversión; y para que esta fuese 

más cumplida, se empeñaron las señoras en que el hermano Carlos del niño 

Jesús había de cantar unas seguidillas. **  1729; Afán de Ribera, Fulgencio;  

Virtud al uso y mística a la moda; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Eugenio de Ochoa, Garnier Hermanos (París), 1847 

Example (65) shows that there is no conjugated verb in the preceding clause proximal to 

ganara.  The following clause uses the verb olvide which does not fall into the -se/ra 

category.  In example (66), the proximal conjugated verbs in the clauses adjacent to that 

of the reference verb fuese do not contain -se/-ra forms. 

No other se/ra forms X 1800’s (47.1% se, 52.9% ra) 
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(67)   ¡Ya se hubiera guardado, por más corregidor que sea,  **  1874,  Alarcón, 

Pedro Antonio de; El sombrero de tres picos; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela 

y otras formas similares; Eva F. Florensa, Crítica (Barcelona), 1993 

 

(68)  Dios por lo que ningun cristiano ignora, santificase el sábado, ni con qué 

ritos lo santificaba.  **  1843 – 1844, Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel; Opúsculos 

en prosa; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 

1884 

Example (67) displays hubiera guardado followed by the conjugated present subjunctive 

verb sea.  In example (68), the reference verb santificase is preceded by present 

indicative verb ignora and followed by an imperfect indicative verb sanctificaba. 

No other se/ra forms X 1900’s (43% se, 57% ra) 

(69)   Sin tenerle por impío, jamás hubiera supuesto ese ánimo religioso en el 

Señor Marqués de Bradomín. **  1905, Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de 

invierno. Memorias del Marqués de Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Leda Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

 

(70)   Era inútil que Rosa le dijese, disculpándole, que Carlos no podía saber la 

situación en que se encontraba, **  c 1920, Cavestany, Juan Antonio; Los 

millones de la yanqui; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares; Prensa Popular (Madrid), 1920 
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In example (70) the imperfect subjunctive reference verb dijese is preceded and 

followed by indicative forms in era and podía saber, respectively. 

3.2.2. Century X Protasis/Apodosis (p < 0.001) 

The protasis/apodosis variable is examined to see whether the (non)hypothetical 

nature of the clause in question plays a role in the linguistic variation.  As a result of the 

interaction between century and the protasis subcategory within the protasis/apodosis 

variable, the predicted preference is for -se in the sixteenth century and is nearly equal 

between -se and -ra forms in the seventeenth century.  The probability of -ra selection 

increases for the eighteenth century, decreases slightly for the nineteenth century and 

in the twentieth century returns back to near sixteenth century levels of probability (see 

fig. 3.5).  
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Figure 3.5 Mean predicted probability of ra for the interaction between Century and  
Protasis/Apodosis variable 

 

This persistence of the -se forms in the protasis, which are consistent with the 

subjunctive form one would expect in the protasis in Latin, may indicate that the 

subjunctive hypothetical meaning of Latin root -se continued to be associated with the -

se form in modern Castilian.  In the apodosis, -ra starts off with a high probability of use 

in the sixteenth century in comparison with the protasis which shows a greater 

propensity for the selection of -se.  This is consistent with the Latin use in which the 
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Spanish -ra form has its roots in the Latin indicative and, consequently, one would 

expect a greater likelihood of -ra use in the apodosis.  The protasis, in contrast, tends to 

encourage a more hypothetical form, such as the -se form which has subjunctive origins 

in Latin.  In the eighteenth century the likelihood of the use of -ra in the apodosis starts 

to decrease until the twentieth century, at which time it reaches approximately 

sixteenth century levels.  This suggests that the effect of the pre-romanticism trend of 

the eighteenth century, in which writers sought the use of the unusual in language, had 

diminished.  The probability of the selection of -ra as a result of the century X 

protasis/apodosis interaction in como si clauses is high in the sixteenth century, 

decreases for the following century, spikes for the eighteenth century, shifts to an equal 

predicted probability of -se and -ra use in the nineteenth century, then completes the 

transition to -se in the twentieth century.  The predicted probability indicates 

preference for -se in the sixteenth century in hypothetical forms (i.e. other hypothetical 

forms, not including como si, como and protasis) and for a sharp shift toward -ra into the 

seventeenth century, which remains steady into the eighteenth century.  Historically, 

hypothetical verbs in the Latin took the subjunctive form; this is consistent with findings 

in the sixteenth century in which the usage of -se is predominant.  The category 

including other hypothetical forms accounts for a mere 0.4% of the total data for the 

protasis/apodosis category (see table 3.6); thus no data from the sample in the other 

hypothetical category is available for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  Verbs 

that fall into the subcategory neither, i.e. none of the categories, have a higher 

probability of selecting -se in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  As in all other 
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factors of the protasis/apodosis predictor category, the verbs in the category neither 

have a sharp increase in the probability of selecting -ra in the eighteenth century.  By 

the nineteenth century, the probability of selecting -ra appears to decrease when 

compared with the eighteenth century spike.  Ultimately, in the twentieth century, the 

subcategory neither exhibits a slight probability of selecting -ra compared with the 

sixteenth century in which the selection of -se is highly probable, demonstrating a net 

shift in the probability.  Verbs found in phrases introduced by como have the sharpest 

change from a high predicted probability of selecting -se in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries to a high predicted probability of selecting -ra in the eighteenth 

century.  The strong probability of selecting -ra tapers off dramatically in the nineteenth 

century, in which the predicted probability is still of -ra selection, and especially the 

twentieth century, in which the predicted probability reverts again to -se. The net 

change is that the high predicted probability of -se in the sixteenth century shifts to a 

low predicted probability of -se by the twentieth century.  
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Table 3.6 
Century X Protasis/Apodosis Crosstabulation 

 

Protasis/Apodosis Total 
Protasis Apodosis Neither Como si Hypothetical Como 

Century 1500-1599 Count 132 66 656 16 6 87 963 

% within Century 13.7% 6.9% 68.1% 1.7% 0.6% 9.0% 100.0% 

1600-1699 Count 116 62 398 23 2 17 618 

% within Century 18.8% 10.0% 64.4% 3.7% 0.3% 2.8% 100.0% 

1700-1799 Count 129 44 190 17 2 5 387 

% within Century 33.3% 11.4% 49.1% 4.4% 0.5% 1.3% 100.0% 

1800-1899 Count 60 5 211 37 0 8 321 

% within Century 18.7% 1.6% 65.7% 11.5% 0.0% 2.5% 100.0% 

1900-1975 Count 46 9 253 47 0 18 373 

% within Century 12.3% 2.4% 67.8% 12.6% 0.0% 4.8% 100.0% 

Total Count 483 186 1708 140 10 135 2662 

% within Century 18.1% 7.0% 64.2% 5.3% 0.4% 5.1% 100.0% 
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According to the protasis/apodosis crosstabulation (table 3.6), the relative frequencies 

of the -se/-ra forms of each of the subcategories per century remain relatively 

consistent through the centuries.  The following figure 3.6 is a graphic representation of 

the absolute values in table 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 Absolute frequencies of Protasis/Apodosis variables per century 

 

The following figure 3.7 depicts the relative frequencies for the protasis/apodosis 

variables per century found in table 3.6. 
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Figure 3.7 Relative frequencies of Protasis/Apodosis variable per century 

 

The following table 3.7 shows a breakdown of the -se/-ra forms of the protasis/apodosis 

variable per century.  According to table 3.7, there is a pattern of overall decrease of the 

use of -se/-ra forms as seen in the subtotal values for each subcategory, with the 

exception of the como si subcategory.  The general trend for the absolute values in the 

como si subtotal is that the total forms of -se and -ra is a count of 16 in the sixteenth 

century, and it increases to a count of 47 in the twentieth century, with the exception of 

a dip in the eighteenth century.  In the sixteenth century there is a greater percentage 

of -ra usage compared to -se (81.3% to 18.8%, respectiviely), and this continues into the 

eighteenth century.  This particular subcategory displays usage inconsistent with the the 

Latin root quomodo which was used in conjunction with the subjunctive, and therefore 

one would expect a higher usage of -se (the remnant of the Latin subjunctive) for the 

earlier centuries under investigation.  A point of interest is the neither subcategory in 
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which the -se forms have a high percentage of use in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries (73.9% and 74.9%, respectively), then dips dramatically in the eighteenth 

century (32.1%) and never fully recovers in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

(55.9% and 39.1%, respectively).  The reverse pattern for the -ra forms is evident in the 

neither subcategory in which the usage is low and consistent in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries (26.1% and 25.1%, respectively), spikes in the eighteenth century 

to 67.9% then drops in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (44.1% and 60.9%, 

respectively). 
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Table 3.7 

Se and Ra forms per Protasis/Apodosis Variable per century 

 

The following are examples of the protasis/apodosis variable. 

 

 Century     

1500-
1599 

1600-
1699 

1700-
1799 

1800-
1899 

1900-
1975 

Protasis/ 
Apodosis 

Protasis Se/Ra Se Count 73 53 42 25 28 

    Total N % 55.3% 45.7% 32.6% 41.7% 60.9% 
   Ra Count 59 63 87 35 18 

    Total N % 44.7% 54.3% 67.4% 58.3% 39.1% 
   Subtotal Count 132 116 129 60 46 

    Total N % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 Apodosis Se/Ra Se Count 26 12 2 1 4 
    Total N % 39.4% 19.4% 4.5% 20.0% 44.4% 

   Ra Count 40 50 42 4 5 
    Total N % 60.6% 80.6% 95.5% 80.0% 55.6% 

   Subtotal Count 66 62 44 5 9 
    Total N % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 Neither Se/Ra Se Count 485 298 61 118 99 

    Total N % 73.9% 74.9% 32.1% 55.9% 39.1% 

   Ra Count 171 100 129 93 154 

    Total N % 26.1% 25.1% 67.9% 44.1% 60.9% 

   Subtotal Count 656 398 190 211 253 

    Total N % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 Como si Se/Ra Se Count 3 6 1 18 31 

    Total N % 18.8% 26.1% 5.9% 48.6% 66.0% 

   Ra Count 13 17 16 19 16 
    Total N % 81.3% 73.9% 94.1% 51.4% 34.0% 

   Subtotal Count 16 23 17 37 47 

    Total N % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 Hypothetical Se/Ra Se Count 6 0 0 0 0 

    Total N % 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
   Ra Count 0 2 2 0 0 

    Total N % 0.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

   Subtotal Count 6 2 2 0 0 

    Total N % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

 Como Se/Ra Se Count 80 16 0 2 13 

    Total N % 92.0% 94.1% 0.0% 25.0% 72.2% 

   Ra Count 7 1 5 6 5 
    Total N % 8.0% 5.9% 100.0% 75.0% 27.8% 

   Subtotal Count 87 17 5 8 18 

    Total N % 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Como 

Como X 1500’s (92% se, 8% ra) 

(71)  Y estando un día el duque y la duquesa holgando en una huerta, como el 

duque jamás estuviesse sin este cuidado, ovo de dezir las siguientes razones a la 

duquesa: **  1509, Anónimo; La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el 

Diablo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves 

Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(72)  El qual halló las armas y el cavallo en el jardín, como la otra vez hallara.  **  

1509, Anónimo; La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo; ESPAÑA;  

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Nieves Baranda, Turner 

Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(73)  Como todo hombre callase, a cabo de rato, por ser muy gran noche, 

asentóse en una silla, a do luego fue adormido.  **  1562 – 1569, Timoneda, Juan 

de; El sobremesa y alivio de caminantes; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve tradicional;    

María Pilar Cuartero; Maxime Chevalier, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1990 

These examples demonstrate the reference verb in a clause introduced by como. 
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Como X 1600’s (94.1% se, 5.9% ra) 

(74)  Veo os ke se /f. 137v abrigó kon - un kuerpo, komo ke fuese la kriatura en - 

el vientre de su madre. **  a 1600, Anónimo; Relatos moriscos; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato breve tradicional; Ottmar Hegyi, Gredos (Madrid), 1981 

 

(75)  "¿Quién es?" Levantó el rostro este tal hombre para responder, y como al 

levantarle le conociesen, volvieron a callar grande rato sin hacer mención de 

haberle oído; **  1665, Santos, Francisco; Las tarascas de Madrid; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Milagros Navarro Pérez, 

Instituto de estudios madrileños (Madrid), 1976 

It is interesting to note the spelling of como as komo (and in general the use of “k” in 

words where “c” is part of the standard spelling) in a source of stories characterized as 

morisco as in example (74). 

 

Como x 1700’s (0% se, 100% ra) 

(76)  en verdad que cierto amigo mío, y bien sabiondo, me asegura que como yo 

diera con él lección de gramática seis ó siete años, que había de llegar á saber 

tanto latín como un músico; **  1729, Afán de Ribera, Fulgencio; Virtud al uso y 

mística a la moda; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; 

Eugenio de Ochoa, Garnier Hermanos (París), 1847 
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(77)  No está tan oscura como yo quisiera la luna.  **  c 1771, Cadalso, José; 

Noches lúgubres; ESPAÑA; 12.Otras formas; Joaquín Arce, Cátedra (Madrid), 

1993 

Como X 1800’s (25% se, 75% ra) 

(78)  ¿Acaso porque semejan al cuclillo, ó sea cuco, en lo de ser aves de paso sí la 

policía tal cual vez; y nunca tanto como debiera, los persigue?  **  1843 – 1844, 

Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel; Opúsculos en prosa; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve 

culto; Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 1884 

 

(79)  Así discurrió el tío Lucas, tal vez sin darse cuenta de ello puntualmente, y en 

virtud de semejante discurso colocó el arma en su sitio y principió a pasearse con 

los brazos atrás y la cabeza baja, como buscando su venganza en el suelo, en la 

tierra, en las ruindades de la vida, en alguna bufonada ignominiosa y ridícula 

para su mujer y para el corregidor, lejos de buscar aquella misma venganza en la 

justicia, en el desafío, en el perdón, en el cielo.... como hubiera hecho en su 

lugar cualquier otro hombre de condición menos rebelde que la suya a toda 

imposición de la naturaleza, de la sociedad o de sus propios sentimientos. **  

1874, Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de; El sombrero de tres picos; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eva F. Florensa, Crítica (Barcelona), 

1993 
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Example (78) shows the imperfect subjunctive debiera and example (79) shows the 

pluperfect subjunctive hubiera hecho introduced by como. 

 

Como X 1900’s (72.2% se, 27.8% ra) 

(80)    La lluvia no cesaba de batir los cristales con ruidoso azote, y la 

conversación fue toda para lamentar lo borrascoso del tiempo, que nos 

estorbaba castigar como quisiéramos a la facción alfonsina que ocupaba el 

camino de Oteiza. **  1905, Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. 

Memorias del Marqués de Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Leda Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

 

(81)    - Pues yo estoy seguro de que a Carlos no lo desdeñaría, como él se 

decidiese -dijo Mendoza-, y si quisiera ser franco con nosotros, estad ciertos de 

que confirmaría ahora mismo mi afirmación. **  c 1920, Cavestany, Juan 

Antonio; Los millones de la yanqui; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Prensa Popular (Madrid), 1920 

Examples (80) and (81) show samples of both the -ra form and -se form, respectively. 
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Other Hypothetical 

Other Hypothetical X 1500 (100% se, 0% ra) 

(82) que, avnque a efecto no vengan vuestras soberanas mercedes, estoy tan 

satisfecho en auer sido salidas de vuestra graciosa boca, quanto si rescibido las 

vuiesse;   **  1548, Segura, Juan de; Proceso de cartas de amores; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio Alonso, El 

archipiélago (Madrid), 1980 

 

(83) Respondió su contrario que él aceptaba el desafío, con tal que no fuese en 

cueros. **  1562 – 1569, Timoneda, Juan de; El sobremesa y alivio de 

caminantes; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve tradicional; María Pilar Cuartero; Maxime 

Chevalier, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1990 

In the previous examples, quanto si and con tal que introduce the hypothetical clauses. 

It is interesting to note the sixteenth century representation of the imperfect 

subjunctive hubiese—vuiesse. 

 

Other Hypothetical X 1600 (100% ra) 

(84) y con esto hay sobrados alumbrantes,  que sino fuera por este cebo, hubiera 

muchos menos, que la devoción no es parte para que alumbren, ni el tiempo 

santo en que están los refrena, ni atienden a lo que representan estos pasos; **  

1665, Santos, Francisco; Las tarascas de Madrid; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 
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novela y otras formas similares; Milagros Navarro Pérez, Instituto de estudios 

madrileños (Madrid), 1976 

In example (84) sino serves to introduce the hypothetical clause.  In comparing words 

fuese and fuera (examples (83) and (84), respectively), there is no exclusive use of one 

variant or the other. 

 

Other Hypothetical X 1700 (100% ra) 

(85) El señor Cura de la parroquia me habia ofrecido todo cuanto yo quisiera, con 

tal que se la llevara una noche á su casa, enseñándome la dispensa que el señor 

Arzobispo había alcanzado de su Santidad para lo consabido; **  1799, Gutiérrez, 

Luis; Cornelia Bororquia. Historia verídica de la Judith española; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Juan Ignacio Ferreras, 

Ediciones Vosa (Madrid), 1994 

Como Si 

Como Si X 1500’s (18.8% se, 81.3% ra) 

(86)  QUANDO el rey supo la soltura del conde y del arte con que se avía soltado, 

ovo tan gran enojo como si perdiera el reino, y fue luego a fablar con la 

condessa quexándose mucho della por el engaño que le avía fecho. **  c 1500, 

Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el conde Fernán Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 
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12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros 

(Madrid), 1995 

(87)-No diréis, tío, que os lo bebo yo -decía-, pues no le quitáis de la mano. 

Tantas vueltas y tientos dio al jarro, que halló la fuente y cayó en la burla; mas 

así lo disimuló como si no lo hubiera sentido. **  a 1554, Anónimo; Lazarillo de 

Tormes; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares Francisco 

Rico, Cátedra (Madrid), 1994 

When a clause is introduced by como si, example (86) shows the following verb perdiera 

in the -ra form of the imperfect subjunctive.  Example (87) shows a sample of the 

pluperfect subjunctive hubiera sentido. 

 

Como si X 1600’s (26.1% se, 73.9% ra) 

(88)  Dize el rrekontador, ke no salló el sabio de donde estaba, kuando ya era el 

rrey sano komo si no ubiera mal ninguno, i perdonado por - el kerimiento de 

Allah. **  a 1600, Anónimo; Relatos moriscos; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve 

tradicional; Ottmar Hegyi, Gredos (Madrid), 1981 

 

(89)  con tanto gusto se soterraba en un pajar de un mesón, como si se acostara 

entre dos sábanas de holanda.  **  1613, Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de; La 

ilustre fregona [Novelas ejemplares]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Florencio 
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Sevilla Arroyo; Antonio Rey Hazas, Centro de Estudios Cervantinos (Alcalá de 

Henares), 1994 

It is interesting to note the spelling of ubiera in the morisco literature in the 

seventeenth century. 

Como si X 1700’s (5.9% se, 94.1% ra) 

(90)  pero que los muertos me envíen cartas y se vengan a responsos conmigo, 

como si fuera otro tal que ellos, no me hace buen estómago, que yo sospecho 

que tienen licencia.  **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro mundo; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares;  Manuel María Pérez 

López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

 

(91)  Años ha que soy carcelero, y en el discurso de ese tiempo he guardado los 

presos que he tenido como si guardara fieras en las jaulas.  **  c 1771, Cadalso, 

José; Noches lúgubres; ESPAÑA; 12.Otras formas; Joaquín Arce, Cátedra 

(Madrid), 1993 

In the 1700’s there is a majority use of the -ra form as is evident in examples (90) and 

(91), fuera and guardara, respectively. 

 

Como si X 1800’s (48.6% se, 51.4% ra) 
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(92)  Sin salir de su posada en todo el día, aguardó Alberto a que el sol se pusiese 

y, batiéndole el corazón como si se le quisiera salir por la boca, entró por los 

solitarios claustros de San Francisco cuando ya se necesitaba el auxilio de la 

lámpara que ardía a la entrada del patio interior en que estaba el noviciado. **  

1825, Blanco White, José María; Intrigas venecianas o Fray Gregorio de 

Jerusalén. Ensayo de; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares; Ignacio Prat, Labor (Barcelona), 1975 

 

(93)  Debemos advertir aquí que el corregidor, lo mismo que todos los que no 

tienen dientes, hablaba con una pronunciación floja y sibilante, como si se 

estuviese comiendo sus propios labios. **  1874, Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de; El 

sombrero de tres picos; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares;  Eva F. Florensa, Crítica (Barcelona), 1993 

Example (92) shows an example reference verb of -ra in the third person singular 

quisiera, which was proximally preceded by a contrasting structure verb pusiese.  

Example (93) shows an example of a periphrastic estuviese comiendo.  

 

Como si X 1900’s (66% se, 34% ra) 

(94)  No, señor -dijo don Gumersindo disculpándose como si tuviera él la culpa-. 

No he visto como el que dice un alma en la iglesia. **  1953, Sender, Ramón J.; 
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Réquiem por un campesino español; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Destino (Barcelona), 1995 

 

(95)  La niña quedóse un momento pensativa y luego repitió, como si buscase en 

mis palabras un sentido oculto: **  1905, Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata 

de invierno. Memorias del Marqués de Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Leda Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

Neither 

The verbs categorized as neither are those which are not considered as a protasis, 

apodosis or any other hypothetical category that falls under the protasis/apodosis 

variable. 

Neither X 1500’s (73.9% se, 26.1% ra) 

(96)  E quando vinieron a la cuenta, fallaron la suma ser tan grande que toda 

España no la pudiera pagar e assí el mayordomo se hovo de tornar con mal 

recaudo. **  c 1500, Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el conde Fernán 

Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves 

Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(97)  Gonçalo Gustós vino aí con sus siete fijos, y hovieron su fabla sobre la 

desonra que los siete infantes fizieran a doña Lambra y pusieron aí su amor unos 

con otros. **  c 1500, Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero el conde Fernán 
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Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves 

Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

Both examples (96) and (97) show the reference verbs without having any neighboring -

se/-ra verbs, especially ones that would fall into any protasis/apodosis subcategory. 

 

Neither X 1600’s (74.9% se, 25.1% ra) 

(98)  Vi vna muger que yua a pie, y espantado de que vna muger se fuesse al 

infierno sin silla o coche, busquè vn escriuano que me diera fee de ello, y en 

todo el camino del infierno no pude hallar ningun Escriuano ni Alguazil, y como 

no los vi en èl, luego colegì que era aquèl el camino del çielo, y el otro al reues. 

**  1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; Sueño del Infierno; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato breve culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 

 

(99)  Cierto, dije, yo, que Vm. murmura tan bien de su suegro, que me espanto 

de que le contentase para yerno;  **  a 1650, Orozco, Juan; Vejamen en casa del 

contador Agustín de Galarza; ESPAÑA; 12.Otras formas; Antonio Paz y Melia y 

Ramón Paz, Atlas (Madrid), 1964 

Example (98) with reference verb diera has busqué in the preceding adjacent clause and 

pude in its following adjacent clause.  Thus there are no -se/-ra verb forms which could 

fall under a protasis/apodosis subcategory (except, of course, for its designated 
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subcategory as neither).  Similarly in example (99), contentase has espanto as its 

adjacent conjugated verb, and thus contentase is categorized as neither. 

 

Neither X 1700’s (32.1% se, 67.9% ra) 

(100)  ¡Oh válgame Dios, quien tuviera mucho que dar!  **  1729, Afán de 

Ribera, Fulgencio; Virtud al uso y mística a la moda; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio de Ochoa, Garnier Hermanos (París), 

1847 

 

(101)  Este, pues, descolgando la mandíbula inferior, que era tan grande que se 

le bañaba en el pecho, hablando a pujos y como que los iba a hacer (porque su 

traza no era de hacer cosa que oliese bien), y como dando las boqueadas, me 

dijo: **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Manuel María Pérez López, 

Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

Neither X 1800’s (55.9% se, 44.1% ra) 

(102)  Pudiera suceder que, así como todas las susodichas saben al dedillo 

la gramática parda, algunas supieran igualmente deletrear, **  1843 – 1844, 

Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel; Opúsculos en prosa; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve 

culto; Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 1884 
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(103)  Su primer impulso fue hablar a los senadores, mas luego le fue impuesto 

silencio mandándole que respondiese a las preguntas que le harían.  **  1825, 

Blanco White, José María; Intrigas venecianas o Fray Gregorio de Jerusalén. 

Ensayo de; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Ignacio 

Prat, Labor (Barcelona), 1975 

Example (102) has saben as the conjugated verb adjacent to the reference verb pudiera.  

Example (103) has fue preceding and harían following the reference verb respondiese. 

 

Neither X 1900’s (39.1% se, 60.9% ra) 

(104)    Su vivo y aguileño mirar hubiera fulgurado magnífico bajo la visera del 

casco adornado por crestada corona y largos lambrequines.  **  1905, Valle-

Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. Memorias del Marqués de 

Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Leda 

Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

 

(105)    Lo que doña Paz tenía que hacer era buscar dónde estaba la guerra, y no 

quería que los niños la acompañasen, no fuera a desorientarse alguno y le 

pegaran un tiro. **  1964, Antoniorrobles; La bruja Doña Paz; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

breve culto; Miñón (Madrid), 1989 

Apodosis 
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Apodosis X 1500’s (39.4% se, 60.6% ra) 

(106)   la qual, si bien conociera, no me acaesciera como al açor que de lexos se 

abate no mirando el peligro del fuerte pico de la hermosa garça. **  1548, 

Segura, Juan de; Proceso de cartas de amores; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio Alonso, El archipiélago (Madrid), 1980 

 

(107)   Esta figura, muy ilustre señor, he querido traer por decir que si todos los 

hombres se conformasen con lo que saben y que su ingenio alcanza, no 

quisiesen pasar adelante a saber lo que no es de su profesión ni les toca: **  

1599, Anónimo; Diálogos de John Minsheu; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso diálogo y 

miscelánea;  Miguel Marañón Ripoll y Lola Montero Reguera, Centro Virtual 

Cervantes (Alcalá de Henares), 2004 

Example (106) shows acaesciera as part of the apodosis in relation to the protasis “si 

bien conociera”.  In example (107) quisiesen is part of the apodosis which follows the 

protasis. 

 

Apodosis X 1600’s (19.4% se, 80.6% ra) 

(108)    y si dixera puntual, açertara, pues es su sentenzia de punto como calza, 

sin ningun fundamento; **  1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; Sueño del 

Infierno; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 

1993 
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(109) Porque si tras las borracheras que les dixe en mi Alcoran les permitiera las 

del vino, todo fuera borracheras.  **  1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; 

Sueño del Infierno; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia 

(Madrid), 1993 

 

(110)  por entonces se contentó de llevar sólo el pergamino, encargando al 

huésped que si acaso viniesen por Costanza, le avisase y diese noticia de quién 

era el que por ella venía, **  1613, Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de; La ilustre 

fregona [Novelas ejemplares]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Florencio Sevilla 

Arroyo; Antonio Rey Hazas, Centro de Estudios Cervantinos (Alcalá de Henares), 

1994 

In the preceding examples, the reference verbs are in apodoses which follow the 

protases.  Interestingly, all these examples show adjacent conjugated verbs with parallel 

structures present, for example “si dixera puntual, açertara” (e.g. (108)) and “si acaso 

viniesen por Costanza, le avisase y diese noticia” (e.g. (406)). 

 

Apodosis X 1700’s (4.5% se, 95.5% ra) 

(111)  si yo la emprendiera, pudiera tener visos de agravio,  **  1729, Afán de 

Ribera, Fulgencio;  Virtud al uso y mística a la moda; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 
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novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio de Ochoa, Garnier Hermanos (París), 

1847 

 

(112)  si salieras con ese disfraz, no hubiera alma que te creyera,  **  1729;  Afán 

de Ribera, Fulgencio; Virtud al uso y mística a la moda; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio de Ochoa, Garnier Hermanos 

(París), 1847 

Apodosis X 1800’s (20% se, 80% ra)  

(113)  La cosa hubiera sido interminable si la corregidora, revistiéndose de 

dignidad, no dijese por último a D. Eugenio: 

- ¡Mira, cállate tú ahora! Nuestra cuestión particular la ventilaremos más 

adelante.  **  1874, Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de; El sombrero de tres picos; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eva F. Florensa, 

Crítica (Barcelona), 1993 

 

(114)  Si al cabo estas horas importantísimas, ya que no las ocupáramos en asistir 

a las academias y liceos, ya que prescindiéramos de todo trabajo mercantil o 

artístico, fueran empleadas en intimar nuestra sociedad, no aquella sociedad 

pública y ficticia, disputadora y pedantesca que se encuentra alrededor de un bol 

de ponche o con el taco en la mano, sino aquella grata franqueza que sólo se 

halla en el interior de las familias que nos son conocidas; **  1835, Mesonero 
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Romanos, Ramón de; Escenas de 1835 [Panorama matritense (primera serie 

1832-1835)]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de 

Cervantes, Universidad de Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

In example (113), the apodosis comes first followed by the protasis, however the case is 

reversed in example (114). 

 

Apodosis X 1900’s (44.4% se, 55.6 % ra) 

(115)  Si la sobremesa de una comida de amigos de buen humor -respondió éste 

con una sonrisa a la que se asomaba sin querer cierta satisfacción mal reprimida- 

fuese ocasión adecuada para una consulta formal, tal vez contestara 

categóricamente a tu pregunta... - ¡Hazlo! ¡Hazlo! **  c 1920, Cavestany, Juan 

Antonio; Los millones de la yanqui; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Prensa Popular (Madrid), 1920 

 

(116)  Si hoy atendiese su ruego, acaso mañana me llamase. **  1905, Valle-

Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. Memorias del Marqués de 

Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Leda 

Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 
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In examples (115) and (116), the apodoses follow the protases and are introduced by 

words which add uncertainty to the apodosis like tal vez and acaso, respectively. 

 

Protasis 

Protasis X 1500’s  (55.3% se, 44.7% ra) 

(117)   Y el emperador salió de la ciudad con todos los romanos que para llevar 

armas en ella se hallaron, y librara mal con el almirante y su gente si Roberto no 

lo  socorriera. **  1509, Anónimo;  La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el 

Diablo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves 

Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

 

(118)  Y si ella delibrasse al conde Fernán Gonçales, que ganaría tan gran corona 

qual muger de España nunca ganara. **  c 1500, Anónimo; La crónica del noble 

cavallero el conde Fernán Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares;  Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

In example (117) the protasis is after the apodosis at the end of the sentence while in 

example (118) the protasis is at the beginning of the sentence.  

 

Protasis X 1600’s (45.7% se, 54.3% ra) 

(119)  Llegó una mano de echar todos el resto, y si uno no diera partido a otro, él 

hiciera mesa gallega.  **  1613, Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de; La ilustre fregona 
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[Novelas ejemplares]; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Florencio Sevilla Arroyo; 

Antonio Rey Hazas, Centro de Estudios Cervantinos (Alcalá de Henares), 1994 

 

(120)  . . . y no confessarà que son años si pensase remozarse por confessarlo. **  

1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; Sueño del Infierno; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

breve culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 

In the 1500’s and 1600’s the levels of -se and -ra personal forms are comparable. 

Protasis X 1700’s (32.6% se, 67.4% ra) 

(121)  Díceme que si hubiera tenido tripas se las hubiera revuelto mi Pronóstico. 

**  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

extenso novela y otras formas similares; Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra 

(Madrid), 2000 

 

(122)  - Si lo hiciese la fuerza -respondí yo-, me conformaré; **  1725, Torres 

Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y 

otras formas similares; Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

Protasis X 1800’s (41.7% se, 58.3% ra) 

(123)  ¡Voto a Lucifer! ¡Si yo hubiera estado en su caso! - ¡Basta! -gritó D. 

Eugenio- **  1874, Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de; El sombrero de tres picos; 
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ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eva F. Florensa, 

Crítica (Barcelona), 1993 

(124)  . . . pues si tal conciencia y sensación no existiesen, la común sepultura no 

tenía gracia. **  1890, Pérez Galdós, Benito; Celín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso 

novela y otras formas similares; Universidad de Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

Example (123) shows the protasis without an accompanying apodosis. 

 

Protasis X 1900’s (60.9% se, 39.1% ra) 

(125)  Y si yo fuese tan cobarde que volviera a llamarte, tú no vendrías.  **  1905, 

Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. Memorias del Marqués de 

Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Leda 

Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

 

(126)  -. Si nos descubrieran estábamos perdidos. -   **  c 1920, Cavestany, Juan 

Antonio; Los millones de la yanqui; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Prensa Popular (Madrid), 1920 

3.2.3. Century X Independent/Dependent (p ≈ 0.009) 

The independent/dependent clause variable is investigated to observe whether 

the -se/ra variation in Castilian is consistent with its Latin roots.  The independent clause 
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variable has a predicted probability of -ra that increases over time with a spike during 

the eighteenth century (see fig. 3.8).   

 

Figure 3.8 Mean predicted probability of -ra forms for the interaction between Century 
and Independent/Dependent Clause Variable 

 

The dependent clause variable has a predicted probability of -se in the sixteenth century 

which decreases for the seventeenth century.  In the eighteenth century, the probability 

of choosing -se or -ra is almost equal, though it leans toward -ra.  The preference is for 

the selection of -se in the nineteenth century and is practically equal between both -se 

and -ra in the twentieth century.  Both the independent and dependent clause variables 
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display upward trends, progressing through the centuries with a prominent spike in the 

eighteenth century.  Overall, the dependent phrases have a predicted probability of -se 

selection and independent phrases have a probability of -ra with both types of phrases 

exhibiting a progression toward a greater probability of -ra over time.  This trend is 

consistent with the Latin root meaning: one would expect the predicted probability of 

the dependent phrase variable to be -se since the dependent phrases took the 

subjunctive in Latin (e.g., amavissem) and independent phrases took the indicative (e.g., 

amaveram).  Table 3.8 displays the century X independent/dependent clause 

crosstabulation and figure 3.9 depicts a bar graph of the absolute frequencies of the 

independent/dependent variable per century. 
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Table 3.8 
Century X Independent/Dependent Clause Crosstabulation 

 

From the crosstabulation we see that the dependent clause consistently has the 

majority usage from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries, ranging from 74.4% in the 

eighteenth century to 90.3% in the twentieth century, while the independent clause 

persists with minority usage ranging from 25.6% to 9.7% (see figure 3.11). 

 

Ind/Dep Total 
Independent Dependent 

Century 1500-1599 Count 141 822 963 

% within Century 14.6% 85.4% 100.0% 

1600-1699 Count 114 504 618 

% within Century 18.4% 81.6% 100.0% 

1700-1799 Count 99 288 387 

% within Century 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 

1800-1899 Count 31 290 321 

% within Century 9.7% 90.3% 100.0% 

1900-1975 Count 37 336 373 

% within Century 9.9% 90.1% 100.0% 

Total Count 422 2240 2662 

% within Century 15.9% 84.1% 100.0% 
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Figure 3.9 Absolute frequencies of Independent/Dependent Clause variable per century 

 

The following figure 3.10 shows the relative frequencies of the independent/dependent 

clause variable per century shown in table 3.8. 
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Figure 3.10 Relative frequencies of Independent/Dependent Clause variable per century 
 

The following table 3.9 shows a breakdown of the -se/-ra forms of the 

independent/dependent variable per century.  The crosstabulation of table 3.9 shows 

that over the course of the centuries, the independent clauses employ a majority use of 

-ra.  It also shows the gradual increase of the use of -ra over the centuries and the 

dramatic increase in -ra into the eighteenth century (96%) from the seventeenth century 

(61.4%) which is consistent with the shifts in other variables owing to pre-romanticism.  

This table also shows a similar pattern, but in the reverse, for the dependent clauses.  

The dependent clauses show a majority use of -se that steadily decreases over the 

centuries, except for the particularly steep decrease from the seventeenth century 

(67.7%) into the eighteenth century (35.4%).  This steep decrease is evident when one 

compares it, for example, to the use of -se in the sixteenth century (74.0%) into the 

seventeenth century (67.7%).  The decrease in the eighteenth century also leads to a 

shift in which there is a higher usage of -ra in the dependent clause for that century.
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Ind/Dep 

Independent Dependent 

Se/Ra Se/Ra 

Se Ra Subtotal Se Ra Subtotal 

Count Row N % Count Row N % Count Row N % Count Row N % Count Row N % Count Row N % 

Century 1500-1599 65 46.1% 76 53.9% 141 100.0% 608 74.0% 214 26.0% 822 100.0% 

1600-1699 44 38.6% 70 61.4% 114 100.0% 341 67.7% 163 32.3% 504 100.0% 

1700-1799 4 4.0% 95 96.0% 99 100.0% 102 35.4% 186 64.6% 288 100.0% 

1800-1899 8 25.8% 23 74.2% 31 100.0% 156 53.8% 134 46.2% 290 100.0% 

1900-1975 7 18.9% 30 81.1% 37 100.0% 168 50.0% 168 50.0% 336 100.0% 

 

Table 3.9 
Se and Ra forms per Independent/Dependent Variable per century 
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The following are examples of the independent/dependent clause variable. 

Dependent X 1500’s (74% se, 26% ra) 

(127)  y ellos se apearon y le dixieron lo que el duque les mandara dezir.  **  

1509, Anónimo; La espantosa y admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros 

(Madrid), 1995 

 

(128)  E vencida esta batalla, embió gran presente de oro y de plata al monje 

Pelayo y mandóle que allí hiziesse un monesterio, el qual es aquel que oy se 

llama Sant Pedro de Arlança. **  c 1500, Anónimo; La crónica del noble cavallero 

el conde Fernán Gonçales; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

Dependent X 1600’s (67.7% se, 32.3% ra) 

(129)  No se prouarà que en mi coche entrase nadie con buen pensamiento; **  

1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; Sueño del Infierno; ESPAÑA  

12.Relato breve culto; James O. Crosby, Castalia (Madrid), 1993 

(130)  Pues kuando para mientres el sol ad - akella negra, traspone más presto ke 

pestañada de ocho, yamando Allah al sol ke no se pusiese dakía ke mirase ad - 

akella perla. **  a 1600, Anónimo; Relatos moriscos; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve 

tradicional; Ottmar Hegyi, Gredos (Madrid), 1981 
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(131)  Pensè que no me obligara, pensè que no me amartelara, pensè que ella 

me diera a mì y no me quitara,  **  1608, Quevedo y Villegas, Francisco de; 

Sueño del Infierno; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto;  James O. Crosby, Castalia 

(Madrid), 1993 

In examples (129), (130) and (131), the dependent clauses are introduced by que 

(spelled ke in example (130) due to the morisco influence). 

 

Dependent X 1700’s (35.4% se, 64.6% ra) 

(132)  Terrible mentecato eres. Aunque yo no tuviera más experiencia que seguir 

lo que todos, dejara mi opinión -me dijo el camarada-. **  1725,            Torres 

Villarroel, Diego de; Correo del otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y 

otras formas similares; Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

 

(133)    Sí será, pero no extrañaría yo que vinieses en busca de su dinero.  **  c 

1771, Cadalso, José; Noches lúgubres; ESPAÑA; 12.Otras formas; Joaquín Arce, 

Cátedra (Madrid), 1993 

In example (132), the dependent clause containing the reference verb is introduced by 

aunque, and in example (133), the dependent clause is introduced by que. 

Dependent X 1800’s (53.8% se, 46.2% ra) 
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(134)  me abstengo de replicar, aunque largamente pudiera hacerlo, **  1843 – 

1844, Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel; Opúsculos en prosa; ESPAÑA;  12.Relato 

breve culto; Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 1884 

 

(135)  resolvió que no se hiciese novedad.  **  1835, Mesonero Romanos, Ramón 

de; Escenas de 1835 [Panorama matritense (primera serie 1832-1835)]; ESPAÑA;          

12.Relato breve culto; Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes, Universidad de 

Alicante (Alicante), 2003 

Dependent X 1900’s (50% se, 50% ra) 

(136)  Pues no me la quito. Aun cuando quien debiera autorizarlo  era la Madre 

Superiora...  **  1905, Valle-Inclán, Ramón María del; Sonata de invierno. 

Memorias del Marqués de Bradomín; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Leda Schiavo, Espasa-Calpe (Madrid), 1996 

 

(137)  y su padre le envió a Londres para que terminase allí su educación, **  c 

1920, Cavestany, Juan Antonio; Los millones de la yanqui; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

extenso novela y otras formas similares; Prensa Popular (Madrid), 1920 

In example (136) the subordinate clause is introduced by aun cuando and the result 

clause in example (137) is introduced by para que. 

Independent X 1500’s (46.1% se, 53.9% ra) 
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(138)  ¿A qué puerta llamara vuestra Alteza, que no le respondieran?  **  1562 – 

1569, Timoneda, Juan de; El sobremesa y alivio de caminantes; ESPAÑA; 

12.Relato breve tradicional; María Pilar Cuartero; Maxime Chevalier, Espasa-

Calpe (Madrid), 1990 

 

(139)  y fuesse corriendo para el castillo. **  1509, Anónimo; La espantosa y 

admirable vida de Roberto el Diablo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Nieves Baranda, Turner Libros (Madrid), 1995 

Independent X 1600’s (38.6% se, 61.4% ra) 

(140)  pues aun si pudieran excusar el sueño, lo hicieran,  **  1665, Santos, 

Francisco;  Las tarascas de Madrid; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Milagros Navarro Pérez, Instituto de estudios madrileños 

(Madrid), 1976 

 

(141)  Armase este día en Madrid un sin número de tarascas,  **  1665, Santos, 

Francisco; Las tarascas de Madrid; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras 

formas similares; Milagros Navarro Pérez, Instituto de estudios madrileños 

(Madrid), 1976 

Independent X 1700’s (4% se, 96% ra) 
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(142)  en veinte y cuatro horas no pudiera cocer ni digerir el poco alimento que 

tomo.  **  1729, Afán de Ribera, Fulgencio; Virtud al uso y mística a la moda;   

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eugenio de Ochoa, 

Garnier Hermanos (París), 1847 

 

(143)  Quizá fuera hoy menor mi tormento.  **  1725, Torres Villarroel, Diego 

del; Correo del otro mundo; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato extenso novela y otras formas 

similares; Manuel María Pérez López, Cátedra (Madrid), 2000 

The majority of the examples of independent clauses coincide with the -ra form. 

Independent X 1800’s (25.8% se, 74.2 % ra) 

(144)  Pudiera suceder que, así como todas las susodichas saben al dedillo 

la gramática parda,  algunas supieran igualmente deletrear, y llegase á sus 

manos este articulejo, ó se lo oyeran leer á algun oficioso ayuda de cámara;**  

1843 – 1844, Bretón de los Herreros, Manuel; Opúsculos en prosa; 

ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Imprenta Miguel Ginesta (Madrid), 1884 

 

(145)  Tomada esta resolución, soltó el trabuco, fuese al corral, cogió la burra 

que quedaba en él, la aparejó de cualquier modo, abrió la puerta grande de la 

cerca, montó de un salto, a pesar de sus carnes, y se dirigió a la ramblilla. **  

1874, Alarcón, Pedro Antonio de; El sombrero de tres picos; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 
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extenso novela y otras formas similares; Eva F. Florensa, Crítica (Barcelona), 

1993 

Independent X 1900’s (18.9% se, 81.1% ra) 

(146)  ¡todos!, se marcharan una temporadita a sus pueblos a descansar y a 

llevar los juguetes a sus hijos y hermanitos; **  1964, Antoniorrobles; La bruja 

Doña Paz; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato breve culto; Miñón (Madrid), 1989 

 

(147)  Quizá de aquella respuesta dependiera la vida de Paco.  **  1953, 

Sender, Ramón J.; Réquiem por un campesino español; ESPAÑA; 12.Relato 

extenso novela y otras formas similares; Destino (Barcelona), 1995 

3.2.4. Insignificant Interactions 

The following interactions were found to be statistically insignificant, indicating 

that they do not play a role in the selection of the target variable.  These interactions 

are century X periphrastic and century X pluperfect. The cross tabulations and absolute 

frequencies for the insignificant interactions with the time variable follow. 

1. Century X Periphrastic (p ≈ 0.289)  

There is no significant interaction between the periphrastic variable and time.  

Generally, non periphrastic forms have a higher percentage of use than periphrastic 

forms (see table 3.10).   
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Table 3.10 
Century X Periphrastic Crosstabulation 

 

The following figure depicts the absolute frequencies for the periphrastic as well as non 

periphrastic verb forms per century (fig. 3.11). 

 

 

Periphrastic Total 
Not periphrastic Periphrastic 

Century 1500-1599 Count 782 181 963 

% within Century 81.2% 18.8% 100.0% 

1600-1699 Count 494 124 618 

% within Century 79.9% 20.1% 100.0% 

1700-1799 Count 266 121 387 

% within Century 68.7% 31.3% 100.0% 

1800-1899 Count 206 115 321 

% within Century 64.2% 35.8% 100.0% 

1900-1975 Count 258 115 373 

% within Century 69.2% 30.8% 100.0% 

Total Count 2006 656 2662 

% within Century 75.4% 24.6% 100.0% 
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Figure 3.11 Absolute frequencies of Periphrastic variable structures per century  

 

The following figure 3.12 shows the relative frequencies of the periphrastic variable 

structures per century. 
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Figure 3.12 Relative frequencies of Periphrastic variable structures per century 
 

As seen in figure 3.13, the relative frequencies of both periphrastic and non periphrastic 

forms remain relatively stable through the centuries, which is consistent with this 

interaction being statistically insignificant. 

2. Century X Pluperfect (p ≈ 0.200) 

The interaction between century and the pluperfect variable was also found to 

be statisically insignificant, indicating that whether the verb form was imperfect 

subjunctive or pluperfect subjunctive bore no influence on the selection of -se or -ra 

over time.  Table 3.11 displays the crosstabulation of imperfect subjunctive and 

pluperfect subjunctive verb forms per century, and figure 3.13 displays a bar chart 

exhibiting the absolute frequencies. 
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Table 3.11 
Century X Pluperfect Crosstabulation 

 

 

Pluperfect 

Total Imperfect 
Subjunctive 

Pluperfect 
Subjunctive 

Century 1500-1599 Count 937 26 963 

% within Century 97.3% 2.7% 100.0% 

1600-1699 Count 584 34 618 

% within Century 94.5% 5.5% 100.0% 

1700-1799 Count 331 56 387 

% within Century 85.5% 14.5% 100.0% 

1800-1899 Count 271 50 321 

% within Century 84.4% 15.6% 100.0% 

1900-1975 Count 318 55 373 

% within Century 85.3% 14.7% 100.0% 

Total Count 2441 221 2662 

% within Century 91.7% 8.3% 100.0% 
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Figure 3.13 Absolute frequencies of Pluperfect variable per century 
 

The following figure 3.14 shows the relative frequencies of the pluperfect variable 

structures per century.  The relative frequencies of both pluperfect subjunctive and 

imperfect subjunctive forms remain at fairly stable levels through the centuries, which is 

consistent with this interaction between verb tense and time being statistically 

insignificant. 
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Figure 3.14 Relative frequencies of Pluperfect variable per century 

 

As this chapter has given an overview of the results, the following chapter will 

give a more detailed examination of the model selection process as well as the 

multifactorial emphasis of the model.  Special attention will be given to analyzing the 

minimally adequate good fit model and determining the predictor variables and the 

interactions with time that are significant in the selection of either -se or -ra. 
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4. Multifactorial Analysis 

4.1. Multifactorial analysis: Goal and background information 

Using a variationist approach, the goal of conducting a multifactorial analysis is 

to assess the factors that are correlated with the selection of either the -se or -ra verb 

forms.  We will investigate the following questions: First, which variables and 

interactions affect the selection of -se or -ra, i.e. which are the significant variables and 

interactions in the selection of one form or another?  Second, does the data vary across 

specific authors, i.e. does the model need to account for the random effect of different 

authors contributing differing numbers of tokens?  The data underwent a process of 

model selection to determine the best fit model (see fig 4.1), which involved achieving 

the most parsimonious yet explanatory model possible.  Tagliamonte states “that the 

primary goal of sociolinguistic research is not to find the simplest model that accounts 

for most of the variation as in experimental research, but rather to find the combination 

of factor groups that best elucidates the behavior of the variable in the data under 

investigation” (Variationist Sociolinguistics 150).  This investigation endeavors to achieve 

this goal.  Using IBM SPSS (initially Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), the 

generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), specifically binary logistic regression, was used 

for model selection since the dependent variable is binary with a possible selection of 

either the -se or -ra personal morphemes.  This statistical model follows the binomial 

probability distribution.  The GLMM, which has come into “maturity in the last decade,” 

allows for the analysis of categorical variables, making it well suited to this corpus 
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linguistic study (Tagliamonte and Baayen 7).  This type of model is also suitable for data 

in which there may be imbalanced cells, which is typical of sociolinguistic data 

(Tagliamonte and Baayen 9). 

 

                          Initial Model                                                               Final Model 

Figure 4.1 Process of Model Selection 

 

4.2. Model Selection 

The general process of choosing a model entails selecting a maximal model with 

the random and fixed effects under consideration.  The random effect was assessed for 

significance, which for the purposes of this study meant specifying the contributing 

author (i.e. Subject ID) as the random effect.  After this, fixed effects were then assessed 

for significance and those variables and interactions with a significance level greater 

than .05 (p>.05) were eliminated.  The resulting model after the elimination process was 

the minimally adequate model which contained only those predictors and interactions 

which were significant as well as predictors which participated in the significant 

interactions. 
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Model selection: specifics 

First, a maximal model was run using the generalized linear mixed model (see 

table 4.1).  The maximal model consisted of the fixed effects and random effects.  The 

maximal model’s fixed effects consisted of all the potential predictors under 

consideration and the interactions of all the predictors with time, namely each century 

represented in this study.  The potential predictors considered were as follows: 

independent/dependent clauses, protasis/apodosis, pluperfect form variable, 

periphrastic verb form variable, contrasting structure variable, and century.  Each of 

these predictors was interacted with the variable century, i.e. the time variable (except 

of course for century itself) to include the following interactions: 

independent/dependent X century, protasis/apodosis X century, pluperfect X century,  

periphrastic X century,  and contrasting structure X century.  The random effect included 

in the generalized linear mixed model was the ID of the authors known as the Subject 

ID.  Since multiple data points were contributed per author, the assumption of the 

independence of variables is violated.  The GLMM, however, is capable of handling this 

violated assumption, making it suitable for this type of linguistic study.   
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Table 4.1 
Predictors in Model 1- Generalized Linear Mixed Maximal Model 

 

The maximal model has an Aikake’s Information Criterion (AIC) of 13,237.971 and a 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 13,243.834 which for comparison purposes, the 

lower the AIC  and BIC numbers, the better the goodness of fit the model is for the data; 

the AIC and BIC numbers are based on the -2 log pseudo likelihood of 13,235.969.  The 

model has a high classification accuracy of 79.3%.  The following predictors and 

interactions have a significance level above the .05 (p >.05) criterion and would be 

considered insignificant: independent/dependent (p≈.613), pluperfect (p≈.987), 

periphrastic (p ≈.094), pluperfect X century (p ≈.200) and periphrastic X century (p 

 Predictor Variable Significance (p value) 

Random Effect Variance  
Intercept 

Subject ID p< .003 

Fixed Effect Independent/Dependent  p≈.613 

 Protasis/Apodosis p ≈.001 

 Contrasting Structure p <.001 

 Pluperfect p ≈.987 

 Century p <.001 

 Periphrastic p ≈.094 

Interactions Ind/Dep * Century p <.002 

 Protasis/Apodosis * Century p <.001 

 Contrasting Struct. * Century p <.001 

 Pluperfect * Century p ≈.200 

 Periphrastic * Century p ≈.289 
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≈.289).  All the preceding insignificant predictors and interactions in the maximal model 

were eliminated in the model selection process with the exception of the 

independent/dependent variable since it is a participating predictor in the interaction 

independent/dependent X century, which is a significant interaction.  The remaining 

significant predictors and interactions as well as the aforementioned predictor which 

participated in a significant interaction were then included in Model 2 (see table 4.2).   

Table 4.2 
Predictors in Model 2 –Generalized Linear Mixed Minimal Model 

 

All the following variables in the minimally adequate Model 2--which included the 

random effect, the fixed effects and interactions--were significant: the Subject ID, 

protasis/apodosis, contrasting structure, century, independent/dependent, 

protasis/apodosis X century, independent/dependent X century and contrasting 

structure X century, that is all the variables which were analyzed in Model 2 were 

 Predictor Variable Significance (p value) 

Random Effect Variance  
Intercept 

Subject ID p ≈.03 

Fixed Effect Protasis/Apodosis p <.001 

Contrasting Structure p <.001 

Century p <.001 

Ind/Dep p <.001 

Interactions Protasis/Apodosis*Century p <.001 

Ind/Dep*Century p ≈.009 

Contrasting 
Structure*Century 

p <.001 
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deemed significant.  Model  2 has an AIC of 13,070.308 and a BIC of 13,076.175 which 

are lower criteria numbers than the maximal model indicating a better goodness of fit 

than the maximal model; the AIC and BIC numbers are based on the -2 log pseudo 

likelihood of 13,068.306. The model demonstrates a high classification accuracy of 

78.2% and is significant at p <.001.  The random intercept was deleted from the minimal 

model and a binary logistic regression was conducted to observe the effect between the 

two models (Gries and Hilpert 307).  Even though both the minimal model and the same 

model without the random effect of Subject ID are both significant (p <.001), the 

minimal model without the random effect has a lower classification accuracy rate at 

72.2 %.  Thus, the minimal model including the random effect is the most parsimonious 

model given these variables, as it does not sacrifice the model’s performance in terms of 

classification accuracy. 

4.3. Final Model results 

4.3.1. Random Effect 

As indicated by Baayen, models which do not include random intercepts “may be 

anti-conservative, i.e., they may produce p- values that are smaller than they should be, 

and therefore may mislead the analyst into believing that a non-significant effect would 

be significant” (Multivariate Statistics 352).  A benefit of using the GLMM is that it 

permits the model to factor in the random effect of the subject ID (i.e. author) as 

different authors contribute varying numbers of tokens to the data set.  Including the 

Subject ID, allows for a greater of level of confidence in generalizing from the data set to 
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the population (Tagliamonte and Baayen 29). Based on the minimal model, the 

following table 4.3 includes the summary statistics of the random effect by-speaker 

variable. 

Table 4.3 
Random effect summary statistics 

Covariance Structure: Variance Components 

Subject Specification: Subject ID  

 

The random effect’s variance estimate is an indicator of the variation between the 

authors (1.747). The standard error (.591) is relatively small indicating the high level of 

certainty of this random effect.  The z statistic, also known as the Wald statistic, is used 

to test the significance of the variance estimate. The z statistic is shown to be significant 

(z=2.953, p ≈.003) which indicates that the variability between the different authors is 

significant and justifies the model as being a two level model, i.e. including the main 

effects level as well as the random effect level, as opposed to just the main effects level.  

In sum, the variation in the difference between the authors is significant.  

 

Random Effect Estimate Standard Error Z Sig. 95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 
Upper 

Var(Intercept) 1.747 0.591 2.953 .003 0.899 3.392 
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4.3.2. Main Effects 

SPSS yielded the results of the model analysis in a parameter estimates table.  

Based on this table, from which the following results stem, the strength and directions 

of the predictor variable and their subcategories are assessed. 

The following main effects were insignificant and consequently eliminated from the 

maximal model: periphrastic (p ≈.094) and pluperfect (p ≈.987).  Thus these two 

variables do not appear to factor into the selection of -se or -ra and therefore were not 

included in the minimally adequate model. 

The main effects which are significant, based upon the minimally adequate 

model, include the following variables: protasis/apodosis (p<.001), contrasting structure 

(p < .001), century (p <.001) and independent/dependent (p < .001).  Thus these factors 

play a role in the selection of -se or -ra.  It is necessary to note that assessing only the 

main effects leaves the diachronic nature of the information to be desired.  The 

variation of the significant variables over time is more illustrative of their behavior and 

will be examined in section 4.3.3.  Special attention will be given to predictor variables 

with significant p levels as these factors show a relationship with the target variable, i.e. 

the selection of -se or -ra forms.  Factors or subcategories of significant predictor 

variables with insignificant levels are shown as they may be indicators of leveling, 

particularly in the interactions of the predictor variables with time (Tagliamonte 150).  

The target variable reference category is -se (inclusive of all personal forms of -se), 
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which means that this is the baseline category to which the other target variable 

category is compared, namely -ra. 

The first significant main effect is protasis/apodosis whereby the phrase which 

contains the verb being analyzed could be categorized into one of the following 

categories:  protasis, apodosis, neither, como si, other hypothetical, or como (see table 

4.4).  The coefficients (also known as log odds), whether positive or negative, indicate 

the strength and direction of the relationship to the target (or dependent) variable.  The 

positive coefficients are associated with a likelihood of selecting -ra and the negative 

coefficients are associated with a non-preference for -ra, i.e. a preference for -se since 

the target variable is binary. The exponential coefficient (exp(coefficient)) is the odds 

ratio.  The odds ratios above 1 indicate the relative odds of -ra occurring, and the odds 

ratios less than 1 indicate lower odds of -ra occurring, i.e. of -se occurring due to the 

binary nature of the target variable.  Some factors in particular are significantly related 

to the selection of either -se or -ra.  When the verb in question is classified as neither, 

the coefficient is a weak negative (coefficient= -.584), indicating that it prefers the 

selection of -se.  The odds ratio of selecting -ra when compared to selecting -se is .558, 

which means that the odds of being in the protasis (the reference category) selecting -ra 

compared to -se are 1/.558=1.792 times more than for neither.  Verbs classified in the 

como category (coefficient= -1.700) have a strong preference for -se, and verbs 

categorized in other hypothetical phrases (coefficient= -9.725) have a particularly strong 

preference for selecting -se compared to verbs belonging to the reference protasis 

category.  Como si phrases show a preference for the selection of -ra. 
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Table 4.4 
Fixed Coefficients of Protasis/Apodosis 

b. This coefficient is set to zero because it is redundant. 

The second main effect under consideration is the contrasting structure variable 

(see table 4.5).  The factor of contrasting structure labeled as both contrasting and same 

structures present has a particularly strong preference for the selection of -ra 

(coefficient=8.870).  The odds of a verb having both contrasting and same structures 

present  (i.e. both -se and-ra forms in proximity), selecting -ra as compared to -se are 

7116 times than for no other se/ra forms present.  The factors same structure present, 

and contrasting structure present also have positive coefficients with the latter having a 

stronger preference for the selection of -ra (coefficients=.332 and 1.481, respectively).  

 
Model Term: 

Protasis/ 
Apodosis 

 
Co-

efficient Std. Error t Sig. 
Exp(Co-

efficient) 

95% Confidence Interval 
for Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower 
Upper 

Intercept .112 .5244 .213 .834 1.118 .367 3.408 

Protasis/ 
Apodosis=Como 

-1.700 .6796 -2.501 .012 .183 .048 .693 

Protasis/ 
Apodosis=Other 

Hypothetical 
-9.725 .1012 -96.098 .000 5.975E-5 4.899E-5 7.286E-5 

Protasis/ 
Apodosis=Como 

si 
2.159 .4357 4.957 .000 8.666 3.688 20.363 

Protasis/Apo-
dosis=Neither 

-.584 .1534 -3.809 .000 .558 .413 .753 

Protasis/Apo-
dosis=Apodosis 

-.031 .2562 -.121 .903 .969 .586 1.602 

Protasis/Apo-
dosis=Protasis 

0b . . . . . . 
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Table 4.5 
Fixed Coefficients of Contrasting Structure 

b. This coefficient is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 

The third main effect under consideration is the time variable which is operationalized 

in the model as century (see table 4.6).  All the centuries show a propensity for the 

selection of -ra, however the strength varies depending on the century.  The eighteenth 

century has a coefficient, or log odds, which shows a strong preference for selecting -ra 

(coefficient=3.569) relative to the other centuries.  In the 1600s the odds of selecting -ra 

are 6.5 the odds of selecting -ra in the 1500s.  In the 1700s the odds of selecting -ra are 

35.489 the odds of selecting -ra in the 1500s, indicating a marked increase in the 

Model Term: 
Contrasting 
Structure 

Co-
efficient 

Std. Error t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence Interval 
for Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

Contrasting 
Struture=Both 

contrasting and 
same structures 

present 

8.870 .3281 27.033 .000 7116.115 3739.504 13541.659 

Contrasting 
Structure=Same 

structure 
present 

.332 .2805 1.184 .424 1.394 .108 17.973 

Contrasting 
Structure= 
Contrasting 

structure 
present 

1.481 .4703 3.149 .956 4.399 .000 . 

Contrasting 
Structure=No 

other se/ra 
forms 

0b . . . . . . 
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preference for -ra in the 1700s.  The 1800s and 1900s also have positive coefficients 

1.967 and 3.148, respectively, indicating a likelihood of preferring -ra, and have 7 and 23 

times the odds of selecting -ra in the 1500s.  The results here indicate a progressive 

increase in the preference for -ra with an exceptionally high preference during the 

1700s, consistent with pre-romanticism (Wright, -ra Verb Form, 102). 

Table 4.6 
Fixed Coefficients of Century 

b. This coefficient is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 

The fourth significant main effect is the independent/dependent variable (see 

table 4.7).  The dependent variable has an association with the selection of -se 

(coefficient= -.860).  The odds ratio informs us that the change in the type of phrase 

from dependent to independent results in a .423 change of the odds of selecting -ra 

compared to -se, which is to say also that the odds of the independent selecting -ra 

compared to -se is 1/.423=2.36 times more likely than for dependent.  This finding is 

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. Error t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence Interval 
for Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

Century=1900 3.148 1.0022 3.141 .003 23.293 3.081 176.108 

Century=1800 1.967 .6627 2.968 .014 7.147 1.629 31.348 

Century=1700 3.569 1.0174 3.508 .001 35.489 4.604 273.579 

Century=1600 1.874 1.0673 1.756 .084 6.517 .774 54.879 

Century=1500 0b . . . . . . 
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consistent with a residual meaning retained from the Latin construct in which the Latin -

ra form is indicative while -se is subjunctive.  One would expect that a subjunctive form 

is more likely to be found in a dependent clause while an indicative form is likely to be 

found in an independent clause.  This result points away from a free variation argument 

in that the selection shows a significant association between the root semantic 

properties of -se and -ra and the type of clause in which the verb in question is found. 

Table 4.7 
Fixed Coefficients of Independent/Dependent Variable 

Model Term: 
IndDep 

Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

      Lower Upper 

Dependent -.860 .4272 -2.013 .054 .423 .177 1.014 

Independent 0b . . . . . . 

b. This coefficient is set to zero because it is redundant. 

Though the main effects give a general idea of the behavior of the variables, the 

interactions provide more insight into the variables’ behavior over time. 

4.3.3. Interactions 

In this section, we shall examine the following significant interactions: 

protasis/apodosis X century (p <.001), independent/dependent X century (p ≈.009) and 

contrasting structure X century (p <.001).   
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The first interaction under examination is protasis/apodosis X century (see table 

4.8).  The factor como interacting with century shows an increase in the preference for -

ra with significant levels evident in the eighteenth (p < .001) and nineteenth centuries (p 

<.008).  The eighteenth century shows a particularly strong preference for -ra with an 

odds of 30,882 the odds of selecting -ra in the sixteenth century.  Historically the verbs 

introduced by the Latin quomodo, from which the Spanish como is derived, took the 

subjunctive mood, i.e. the -se form.  The results of the interaction of como with time are 

consistent with the idea of a greater likelihood of a waning use of -se. 

Table 4.8 
Interaction of Protasis/Apodosis factor Como X Century 

 

The interactions between other hypothetical and the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries are significant with the odds of selecting -ra being higher for the eighteenth 

than for the seventeenth century and both of these centuries having higher odds for -ra 

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

T Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como]* 
[Century=1900] 

1.278 .8816 1.450 .147 3.591 .637 20.231 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como]* 
[Century=1800] 

3.047 1.1544 2.640 .008 21.055 2.189 202.499 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como]* 
[Century=1700] 

10.338 .7053 14.658 .000 30882.846 7746.668 123117.463 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como]* 
[Century=1600] 

-1.115 1.2284 -.907 .364 .328 .030 3.648 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como]* 
[Century=1500] 

0b       
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than the sixteenth century (see table 4.9).  Not all centuries the designated centuries are 

included in the chart due to the low count of tokens classified as other hypothetical.  

Table 4.9 
Interaction of Protasis/Apodosis factor Other Hypothetical X Century 

 

The factor como si interacted significantly with the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

with a preference for selecting -se in the nineteenth century and a slightly stronger 

preference for -se in the twentieth century (table 4.10).  

  

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

T Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[ProtasisApodosis=
OtherHypothetical]
* [Century=1700] 

18.250 .2109 86.543 .000 84,310,849
.728 

55739181.
519 

127528233
.968 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Other 

Hypothetical]* 
[Century=1600] 

18.014 .1972 91.332 .000 66,578,634
.279 

44963870.
614 

98583918.
198 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Other 

Hypothetical]* 
[Century=1500] 

0b       
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Table 4.10 
Interaction of Protasis/Apodosis factor Como si x Century 

 

The factor neither interacted with time, showing a decrease in the preference for -se 

until the twentieth century (see table 4.11).  This pattern indicates an overall tendency 

toward increasing preference for -ra, irrespective of any influence of indicator 

introductory clause words or neighboring verbs which may influence the selection of the 

target variable -se or -ra.   

  

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como 
si]*[Century=1900] 

-2.567 .4872 -5.268 .000 .077 .030 .200 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como 
si]*[Century=1800] 

-2.378 .5149 -4.619 .000 .093 .034 .254 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como 
si]*[Century=1700] 

.411 1.4055 .292 .770 1.508 .096 23.730 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como 
si]*[Century=1600] 

-.750 .5025 -1.492 .136 .472 .176 1.266 

[ProtasisApodosis=Como 
si]*[Century=1500] 

0b       
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Table 4.11 
Interaction of Protasis/Apodosis factor Neither x Century 

 

The apodosis factor does not interact significantly with the time variable (table 4.12). 

  

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Neither]*[Century=

1900] 

.619 .3281 1.885 .059 1.856 .976 3.532 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Neither]*[Century=

1800] 

-.124 .2172 -.569 .569 .884 .577 1.353 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Neither]*[Century=

1700] 

-.359 .5007 -.718 .473 .698 .262 1.863 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Neither]*[Century=

1600] 

-1.250 .2674 -4.675 .000 .286 .166 .493 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Neither]*[Century=

1500] 

0b       
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Table 4.12 
Interaction of Protasis/Apodosis factor Apodosis x Century 

 

The second interaction under examination is contrasting structure variable X 

century (see table 4.13).  We will examine the subcategories for this variable. The 

category no other se/ra forms is the reference category.  Having both the contrasting 

and the same structure in the same vicinity shows statistically significant values for the 

twentieth, nineteenth and eighteenth centuries, bearing in mind that only 10 tokens are 

classified under this subcategory of both contrasting and same structure present.  These 

centuries show a preference for -se, particularly in the nineteenth century as compared 

with the eighteenth century (coefficients -20.250 and -10.809, respectively).

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Apodosis]*[Cen-

tury=1900] 

-.240 1.1043 -.217 .828 .787 .090 6.859 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Apodosis]*[Cen-

tury=1800] 

.416 1.1752 .354 .723 1.516 .151 15.190 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Apodosis]*[Cen-

tury=1700] 

1.138 .8058 1.412 .158 3.121 .641 15.188 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Apodosis]*[Cen-

tury=1600] 

-.448 .5661 -.792 .428 .639 .210 1.939. 

[ProtasisApodosis=
Apodosis]*[Cen-

tury=1500] 

0b       
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Table 4.13 
Interaction of Contrasting Structure factor Both contrasting and same structure present X Century 

Model Term Coefficient Std. Error t Sig. Exp(Coefficient) 95% Confidence Interval for 
Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[Contrasting 
Structure=Both contrasting 

and same structures 
present]*[Century=1900] 

-8.349 1.3740 -6.077 .000 .000 1.600E-5 .004 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Both contrasting 

and same structures 
present]*[Century= 

1800] 

-20.250 .9537 -21.233 .000 1.605E-9 2.473E-10 1.041E-8 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Both contrasting 

and same structures 
present]*[Century= 

1700] 

-10.809 .8084 -13.371 .000 2.021E-5 2.845E-6 .000 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Both contrasting 

and same structures 
present]*[Century= 

1600] 

0b . . . . . . 
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The factor having the same structure present shows significance at the nineteenth 

century and a marginally significant level at the twentieth century with a preference for 

-se in these centuries, as indicated by the negative coefficients produced by the model 

(see table 4.14).  In the case of having the same structure present, the results shows a 

slight preference for-ra (coefficient=.319) in the seventeenth century and an increase in 

the preference for -ra continuing into the eighteenth century (coefficient .887).  

However the nineteenth century shows a relatively strong preference for-se 

(coefficient= -2.437), and the twentieth century a lesser preference for -se (coefficient -

1.306).    
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Table 4.14 
Interaction of Contrasting Structure factor Same structure present X Century 

 

The subcategory contrasting structure present (see table 4.15) interacting with time 

does not show any statistically significant levels and, as a subcategory, accounts for 

3.7% of the frequency (see table 3.4) of the total of all the subcategories for the 

contrasting structure variable. 

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[Contrasting 
Structure=Same 

structure 
present]*[Century= 

1900] 

-1.306 .6430 -2.031 .051 .271 .073 1.007 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Same 

structure 
present]*[Century= 

1800] 

-2.437 .6583 -3.702 .001 .087 .023 .339 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Same 

structure 
present]*[Century= 

1700] 

.887 .4873 1.821 .139 2.429 .647 9.112 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Same 

structure 
present]*[Century= 

1600] 

.319 .4914 .650 .536 1.376 .432 4.386 

[Contrasting 
Structure= Same 

structure 
present]*[Century= 

1500] 

0b . . . . . . 
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Table 4.15 
Interaction of Contrasting Structure factor Contrasting structure present X Century 

 

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[Contrasting 
Structure= 
Contrasting 
Structure 

present]*[Century= 
1900] 

-1.729 .5709 -3.029 .917 .177 .000 . 

[Contrasting 
Structure= 
Contrasting 
Structure 

present]*[Century= 
1800] 

-1.574 .5082 -3.097 .944 .207 .000 . 

[Contrasting 
Structure= 
Contrasting 
Structure 

present]*[Century= 
1700] 

-3.645 .6214 -5.866 .890 .026 .000 . 

[Contrasting 
Structure= 
Contrasting 
Structure 

present]*[Century= 
1600] 

-10.199 .5072 -20.110 .919 3.721E-5 .000 . 

[Contrasting 
Structure= 
Contrasting 
Structure 

present]*[Century= 
1500] 

0b . . . . . . 
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The third interaction examined is independent/dependent X century (see table 

4.16).  For the dependent variable the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries have negative coefficients, indicating a preference for -se, with 

significant levels at the eighteenth and twentieth century levels (p.=003 and p=.012, 

respectively).  The sixteenth century as well as the independent categories are the 

reference levels for this independent/dependent X century interaction.  The finding of 

the dependent category exhibiting a preference for -se is consistent with the historical 

use of the -se form in Latin for the pluperfect subjunctive tense, typically found in 

dependent clauses.  Thus, one would expect a greater preference for -se in dependent 

clauses as opposed to independent clauses, in which one would expect the indicative 

form -ra, as it originates from the Latin pluperfect indicative verb form.  This suggests 

that the residual Latin root meaning of the subjunctive forms is retained and affects the 

selection of the subjunctive morpheme. 
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Table 4.16 
Interaction of Independent/Dependent Variable X Century 

 

This chapter has detailed the model selection process and the multifactorial 

analysis of possible predictor variables, and their interactions with time, which factor 

into the selection of -se or -ra.  The following concluding chapter will summarize the key 

Model Term Co-
efficient 

Std. 
Error 

t Sig. Exp(Co-
efficient) 

95% Confidence 
Interval for 

Exp(Coefficient) 

Lower Upper 

[IndDep=De-
pendent]*[Century=1900] 

-1.759 .6940 -2.534 .012 .172 .044 .677 

[IndDep= 
Independent]*[Cen-

tury=1900] 

0b . . . . . . 

[IndDep= 
Dependent]*[Cen-

tury=1800] 

-.801 .6906 -1.160 .258 .449 .107 1.875 

[IndDep= 
Independent]*[Cen-

tury=1800] 

0b . . . . . . 

[IndDep= 
Dependent]*[Cen-

tury=1700] 

-2.260 .5293 -4.270 .003 .104 .031 .352 

[IndDep= 
Independent]*[Cen-

tury=1700] 

0b . . . . . . 

[IndDep= 
Dependent]*[Cen-

tury=1600] 

-.851 .6672 -1.275 .206 .427 .113 1.614 

[IndDep= 
Independent]*[Cen-

tury=1600] 

0b . . . . . . 

[IndDep=De-
pendent]*[Century=1500] 

0b . . . . . . 

[IndDep=In-
dependent]*[Century=1500] 

0b . . . . . . 
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findings and seek to explore historical factors which may give a philological account for 

these findings. 
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5. Conclusions 

The following concluding chapter will revisit the variationist and probabilistic 

theoretical framework of this study, the key findings of which factors are significant in 

the selection of the target variable as well as seek to explore historical factors which 

may account philologically for these findings.  Possibilities for further studies will be 

examined. 

5.1. Variationist sociolinguistic and diachronic probability framework 

This study takes a variationist approach in which internal linguistic constraints, 

i.e. factors of this study are examined statistically to determine the conditioning factors 

(Jankowski 41).  Linguistic production is not monofactorial, but rather many factors work 

in conjunction in the selection of the -se or -ra variants necessitating a multifactorial 

model to properly assess which factors are significant in the variant selection.  These 

factors are analyzed within a probabilistic framework as language production is not 

necessarily prescriptive but instead has a probabilistic nature.  Language production 

does not follow hard and fast rules but rather depends on the writer’s judgment within 

a set of constraints.  The diachronic probabilistic framework encourages the 

examination of these probabilities within the historical context allowing a bird’s eye 

view of the language variation and change. 
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5.2. Investigation results and summary 

This investigation addresses a few issues.  The first is to examine the historical 

development of the -ra/-se forms in Spain.  With regards to the overall diachronic trend 

-se has been in decreasing and -ra has been increasing since the 1500’s and this 

investigation documents this shift in the narrative genre and elaborates on the 

significance of any nuances in this shift.  The second issue this study addresses is 

determining the factors which are significantly related, statistically speaking, in the 

selection of one variant or the other.  The third issue of this study examined is whether 

the selection is systematic within the language or a result of free variation. 

The first result of the investigation is the historical tracking of the frequency 

distribution.  Another way to put this is to look at the historical trends which can be 

deduced from the frequency distributions per century covering the span of the fifteenth 

to the twentieth century.  The first trend is the decrease of the -se variant steadily from 

the sixteenth century to the twentieth century.  The exception to this trend is in the 

eighteenth century in which the variant displays a dramatically accentuated decrease, 

inconsistent with the general rate of decrease from the fifteenth to the twentieth 

century.  This decrease demonstrated in the eighteenth century is attributable to pre-

romanticism which came into play at the end of the eighteenth century.  This precursor 

to the Romantic movement lent itself to “groping for the unusual”  and enveloping the 

mysterious, the legendary, the dark and passionate (Wright “the indicative function of 

the -ra form” 271).  Here we shall revisit Cuervo’s statement “En los casos en que es 

indiferente el uso de las dos, ha tomado creces entre los españoles el uso de la forma en 
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se, y aun pudiera decirse que tiende a hacer desaparecer la en ra” (475).  Though at first 

glance this statement may appear to be inconsistent with the findings of the present 

study, it is necessary to take into account the time frame within which it was written.  

Bello’s edition with Cuervo’s notes was published in 1874 (Jaksic 151) which indicates 

that Cuervo noticed the increase in -se which took place between the 1700’s and 1800’s 

immediately preceding and during his lifetime, with his year of birth in 1844.  So while 

Cuervo’s observation does not depict an accurate picture with regard to the overall time 

span of -se usage of Spaniards, it is indeed an accurate reflection of his times (cf. with 

figure 3.1).  The overall decrease of -se and increase of -ra in peninsular Spanish over 

time demonstrated in this investigation is consistent with that which Rojo says about 

Spanish in general, “parece claro que, en términos generales, el proceso consiste en que 

las formas en -ra han ido asumiendo progresivamente las funciones previamente 

reservadas a las formas en -se, aunque lo han ido haciendo en distintos grados en las 

diferentes variedades del español” (680-81). 

The second point of investigation is the determination of the variables under 

examination which are significantly related to the -se/-ra morphemes as a result of the 

multifactorial analysis.  The generalized linear mixed model was run and an adequate 

model was selected which best reflected the input data.  The independent variables in 

the analysis include the following: protasis/apodosis, independent/dependent, 

contrasting structure, century, pluperfect, and periphrastic variables.  Looking at these 

variables, a confluence of two main trends is evident.  The first trend is that the pre-

romanticism movement played a strong role in the -ra/-se variation, with -ra levels 
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particularly increased and -se levels particularly decreased during this time period in the 

eighteenth century.  The second trend is that a vestige of the meaning of the tense in 

Latin is retained in the -ra/-se forms after they passed into Castilian and remained with 

the progression of time.  The protasis/apodosis variable has as its underlying premise 

the influence of the hypothetical nature (or lack thereof) of the phrase.  The factors of 

this variable, regardless of whether the factor is hypothetical or not, namely the 

protasis, como si, como, apodosis and neither, display a common theme which is that 

the 1700’s demonstrate a spike with a marked increase in the use of -ra and a decrease 

in the use of -se in comparison with the general trend of increase in -ra and decrease in -

se.  This reflects the pre-romanticism which came into play at the end of the eighteenth 

century.  The factor other hypothetical is not included due to its low frequency of 

occurrences.  Regarding the second trend, several factors of the protasis/apodosis 

variable demonstrate the persistence of Latin semantic meaning remaining with the 

progression of the centuries.  The hypothetical verbs which would be found in 

hypothetical phrases are the protasis, como si, como and other hypothetical categories.   

The protasis and como categories both display trends consistent with the Latin root use 

in which at least the early centuries, such as in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

closest to the later development of Latin into Castilian, one would expect the higher use 

of -se since that is the form which the Latin subjunctive employed.  The como si factor is 

the anomaly because in the 1500’s it starts with a higher -ra to -se ratio and this is 

maintained into the 1700’s which is not consistent with the results one would expect, 

given that the Latin root quomodo was used in conjunction with the subjunctive and 
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therefore one would expect a higher frequency of -se for at least the early centuries of 

this study.  The other hypothetical category is not determinable due to its low count.  

The apodosis which falls into the non-hypothetical category shows that the predicted 

probability is for the selection of -ra from the 1500’s to the 1900’s.  Since one would 

expect for a verb which falls into the “then” phrase to be indicative then it stands to 

reason that the preference for -ra which persists in Castilian is due to the indicative in 

the Latin taking the -ra form.  This demonstrates that indeed the apodosis preference 

for the -ra form is consistent with the Latin usage. 

The premise of including the independent/dependent variable is that in Latin the 

independent variable tends to prefer the indicative mood and the dependent variable 

tends to prefer the subjunctive mood.  Thus examining the -ra and -se forms data, one 

would expect for the -ra form to be more common in the independent clauses due to 

the Latin root which is the pluperfect indicative tense while the -se form would be more 

common in dependent clauses which takes the pluperfect subjunctive tense in the Latin.  

The results of this analysis show that generally independent phrases have a probability 

of selecting -ra and that dependent phrases have a probability of selecting -se.  These 

trends are consistent with Latin retaining its root semantic properties into the Castilian 

and influencing the morpheme selection.  In both independent and dependent clauses 

there is a progression toward a greater probability of -ra with time.  Pre-romanticism 

also exerts an influence in the selection of -se or -ra since a spike in the probability of 

selecting -ra occurs in the eighteenth century after which the pattern of a steady 

increase returns. 
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Periphrastic verbs were included in this study to examine if they were a factor in 

the selection of the -se or -ra.  Periphrastic verbs constitute conjugated verbs and a non 

personal auxiliary verb, and the frequency of periphrastic versus nonperiphrastic verbs 

yielded results which indicated they were statistically insignificant in influencing the 

morpheme selection.  The pluperfect variable was included to investigate whether the 

pluperfect subjunctive or the imperfect subjunctive bore any influence in the morpheme 

selection.  This too yielded results which indicated that this variable’s interaction with 

the century variable was statistically insignificant in the selection of -se or -ra.  Thus, 

whether the verb tense is pluperfect subjunctive or imperfect subjunctive does not 

appear to affect the -se/-ra outcome. There is value in determining which variables do 

not factor significantly as well as which do. 

The random variable which was the author ID gives an indication of the variation 

between the authors.  Variation was found to be statistically significant which means 

that the difference between the authors’ texts from which the data was collected is 

significant.  It is worth noting that language production varied from individual to 

individual as demonstrated in the assessment of the random factor author ID results, 

but the production generally followed probabilistic trends.  

The premise of testing the contrasting structure variable was to examine if the 

horror aequi principle, in which there is a tendency to avoid repeating the same or 

similar structures which are in close proximity to one another, affects the selection of -

se or -ra.  The avoidance of repetition in the horror aequi principle in adjacent verbs may 

indicate that the selection of proximate verbs is associated with free variation, the third 
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issue under investigation in this study, since the reasoning for avoiding the repetition 

would be a stylistic choice of sorts on the writers’ part to have variation of speech as 

opposed to each morpheme possessing a complementary meaning.  Repetition of the 

same structure would likely be the result of priming which would decrease the cognitive 

load of processing different forms with similar meaning in close proximity and thus 

result in higher frequencies in this factor.  The results of this study show that in 

comparing the total percentages of the contrasting structure present factor (3.7%) and 

the same structure present (30.3%) as part of the contrasting structure variable (table 

3.4), the general tendency is for consistency in verb form.  This findings of this study are 

similar to that which Branza and van Hueven found in sixteenth century Spanish 

America in which “the choice for -ra in the embedded clause was clearly co-dependent 

on the occurrence of the same form in the governing verb” (35).  In this investigation, 

the strength of consistency of verb form spans specifically the sixteenth through the 

eighteenth centuries, and it indicates that there was there was little attempt to vary the 

verb forms to stylistically avoid being repetitious, as is the case in modern day English 

for example.  This verb consistency, however, shifts between the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries.  The nineteenth and twentieth centuries show that the 

contrasting structure present and same structure present constructions have 

comparable percentages which indicate that at this juncture, between the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, the horror aequi principle starts to take effect perhaps in an 

effort on the part of authors to avoid redundancy of verb form.  The lack of horror aequi 

prior to the eighteenth century suggests that this principle is not necessarily a universal 
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idea and the implication is that its development in the later centuries reflects that the 

authors have more freedom to choose the morpheme due to stylistic choice i.e. free 

variation, more so than complementary subtleties in meaning.  That is not to say, 

however, that complementary subtleties of meaning disappeared, but only that their 

distinct use as such appears to have waned for the later centuries.  The findings for 

peninsular Spanish in this study are in accord with Branza and van Hueven’s assertion on 

Spanish America, that the distinction is not free variation but rather that the two forms 

were in complementary distribution (35).  The present findings are also consistent with 

Lamiquiz’ commentary “Por todo ello, debemos concluir, a nivel de lengua, la posibilidad 

del triunfo del -ra sobre el -se, muy avanzado en Hispanoamérica, como vimos 

anteriormente; menos desarrollado, pero en progresión, en la Península, como hemos 

deducido de nuestra encuesta” (9). 

This study is relevant for the information it provides about factors which 

influence verb form shifts (or not) over time as exemplified in the -se/-ra shift.  This 

investigation is also relevant for using generalized linear mixed models to help 

determine the factors of importance in the -ra/-se diachronic study which additionally 

factor into account author variation as a variable in understanding which variables are 

significant.  Using such a model supports quantitatively differentiating the factors which 

are relevant in influencing the linguistic variation from the other factors which may only 

appear so.  Future investigations should include the influence of different genres on the 

–ra/-se variation.  If possible, including an epistolary genre would be beneficial and 

might reveal the language of a broader spectrum of society beyond those who were 
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writers of the narrative genre.  Such a genre may be especially beneficial since it is 

expected that the name of the writer, and thus the gender of the writer, is known and 

the usage of both genders is tracked.  There is a general tendency for females to give 

rise to innovative forms and so tracking the progression of usage of both genders would 

be of value to examine if this phenomenon applies to the –se/-ra variation.  A study of 

the scientific genre would be of interest to see if the scientists writing the literature, 

presumably among the educated classes, would display the same pattern of language 

change displayed in this study.  Further investigations can also include the –ra/-se 

phenomenon in other Spanish speaking countries to compare with the linguistic shift 

which took place in peninsular Spanish.  It would be especially useful to diachronically 

investigate places in which a high percentage of –se is maintained to the present day 

(possibly San Juan) and those where –se has all but disappeared.  Such an exploration 

would help determine the peculiarities of this language change as it relates to various 

Spanish-speaking regions and countries by providing different backdrops for analyzing 

this variation of historical interest. 
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